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DOCK VICTORY COMPLETE
ILWU Signs
Back-To-Work
Agreement

HONOLULU,T. H. — The
178-day strike of Local 136
longshoremen here was finally wrapped up on October
23 with the signing of the
•

•

•

•

back-to-work agreement between
the union and the Big Five stevedoring companies.
Return to work was set for October 25, with full resumption expected by the next day. Thus,
the longest maritime strike in history came to an end. The settlement covers all stevedoring operations in the Hawaiian Islands
except for 23 men employed by
the Mahukona terminals on Hawaii Island.
All major issues and all but a
few fringe issues were settled.
These remaining questions, however, both parties said, will not
hinder the reopening of per t s
other than Mahukona. The new
agreement extends to June 15,
1951, and brings a 14-cent hourly
wage increase to all men effective
at the time Local 136 ratified the
settlement October 6. An additional '7 cents will be paid March
1, 1950.
PORTS OPEN
Fred T. Low, chairman of the
Territorial Strike Strategy Committee, telegraphed all ILWU
longshore, shipsclerks and bosses
locals October 22:
"Notify all longshore locals and
other maritime unions that our
committee authorizes the immediate handling of all strike-bound
ships. Permission to sail for Hawaii will be given upon formal
execution and ratification of the
strike settlement agreement which
is expected within two or three
days. Clear the Lurline for booking. Only Mahukona is unresolved
where negotiations are scheduled
today. This port is no obstacle to
reopening all others. Convey our
(Continued on page 11)

Hawaiian longshore members of Local 136 acclaim historic 157-day strike victory on
Takes Count October 6 when a stop work meeting of the men almost
overwhelmingly approved the
settlement terms reached between the union and the Big Five stevedoring companies. Inset shows ILWU Secretary-Treasurer
Louis Goldblatt addressing the meeting where he called the battle one for the survival of all trade unions in Hawaii.

Feudalism

Gladstein Withdraws from Bridges Wreckers
Case to Serve Term for Contempt Seek Way
To

NEW YORK — Withdrawal as
defense attorney in the frameup
case of ILWU President Harry
Bridges, Vice - President J. R.
Robertson and International Representative Henry Schmidt was
announced October 24, by Richard
Gladstein, long associated with
the ILWU and previous Bridges
defense cases.

Who Said If?
"...The CIO has never engaged in witchhunting nor
lent any credence or support to the efforts of labor's
enemies to divide our ranks by malicious slanders of duly
elected officers; and to create factional dissention by appeals to intolerant prejudice regarding differences among
our members."

(Turn to Back Page for Name of Author)

The frameup trial starts November 14. Gladstein goes to jail
November 15, sentenced to six
months by Judge Harold Medina
here for alleged contempt of court
in defending the 11 Conununist
Party officials.
The Communist officials were
convicted of conspiracy to teach
and advocate overthrow of the
government by force and 'violence, sentenced to five years in
prison and fined $10,000 a piece,
except for one sentenced to three
years because he holds the Distinguished Service Cross—Robert
Thompson.
ALL JAILED FOR CONTEMPT
Every defense attorney who
opened his mouth during the
nine-month trial drew a sentence
for contempt, ranging from 30

days to six months.
The attorneys announced they
would appeal-to a higher court for
the right to bail denied the Communist officials by Medina, and
on the question of constitutionality of the Smith Act under which
the men were convicted.
Here is Gladstein's statement
on his .yvithdrawal from the
Bridges case:
"At the time of entering the
trial of the 11 Communist officials in New York, I did so with
the conviction that the defense
of the civil liberties of ,every
group and minority is my bounden duty as a lawyer.
"From my own background, I
realized that this was not an ordinary lawsuit. It was rather an
(Continued on page 12)

Oust Left

CLEVELAND, 0. — The
11th Constitutional Convention of the Congress of Industrail Organizations will open
here October 31 to meet the
greatest test of democratic
free unionism in the history
of American labor.
Observers have been elected by
virtually every coast local of the
ILWU to attend the convention
and report back upon its actions.
It is no secret that certain forces, mostly led by CIO Secretary
James Carey, who is discredited
in his own union, are desperately
seeking some method by which
the militant, left-wing unions may
be expelled with the blame for
(Continued on Page 3)
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'Free' Labor Group Meets
in London as WFTU Rival

CIO Belongs to Us

HOLD IT—
WHY wKsTE OUR
AMMUNITION!!
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PUlL OftEW

If CIO wants yes-men only in its ranks it
may very well invite this union to take a
watk. We hope that isn't what CIO has in
mind for its national convention in Cleveland next week, but that's what CIO "spokesmen" have been dribling out to the press
lately, and it could be some of the stories are
straight.
Murray is quoted to the -effect that it is
the party line to stay in there and fight. That
sounds, of course, as if Murray ,wants all
disagreeing unions to walk out with no back
talk.
It is the view of this union that with all
the dough and energy we have invested in
CIO—more energy than some of its spokesmen certainly—it is our plain duty to stay
in there and fight.

throughout the world have come through
with the .support we needed to win.
The last convention of the ILWU instructed the union to put the question of
continued affiliation with the WFTU to a
referendum vote. Now the question has been
sharply raised if the ILWU must vote the
way CIO wants it on pain of expulsion. Will
sueh a vote decide anything? We have to
wait to find out.
p to this point the CIO has laid down an
U
ultimatum for its executive board members, including the ILWU's representative
President Harry Bridges, that they must act
exactly as it instructs or they have no right
to be on the board, to vote on policies, or to
represent the union that elected them. This
despite what the rank and file might instruct.

It's not an exaggeration to say that the
ILWU had a lot to do with building the CIO
The wreckers in CIO may get by with
on the West Coast. In past years the CIO
has been just as much help to us as we have wholesale expulsions for a time. The rank
to it, not-to speak of the matter of principle and file of CIO has never gone along with
that every split in labor's ranks means that splitting, and just as the rank and file, does
much more advantage to the boss and that the work and battles for its rights and wins
much less to every worker in the country. the strikes, the rank and file will win this,
too.
CIO belongs to the rank and file, to us
as much as it does to anybody,
owever, there is another matter of principle, a truly basic matter, involved in
the present beef. That is the right of every
worker to have a say in his destiny, to vote
lownowat of Itio Islonietketil timiiikereattial sad likrabousesee's Mac Ile
o nthe policies that mean pork chops to him.
MORRIS WATSON, EDITOR
The ILWU has asked CIO for a special Published every two weeks by the International Long:
dispensation to remain in the World Federa- shoremen's & Warehousemen's Union at 150 Golden
tion of Trade Unions-, specifically to keep Gate Ave., San Francisco 2, Calif. Entered as second
of Dec. 15, 1942, at the Postoffice at
our affiliation with the new Maritime Fed- class matter asCalif.,
under the Act of August 24, 1912.
San Francisco,
eration of the World, though the National Subscription $1 per year.
CIO has cut itself off from the world's only
150 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco 2
united labor organization.
Phone PRospect 5-0533 or PRospect 5-2220
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We are asking this privilege because in
the maritime industry cooperation with maritime and shoreside unions in other countries
has meant pork chops to ILWU members.
In all the big maritime strikes our brothers

MARRY BRIDGES,
President
R. ROBERTSON,
First Vice President
LINCOLN PAISLEY,
Research Director
Deadline hot

LOUIS GOLDBLATT,
Secretary-Treasurer
GERMAIN BULCKE,
Second Vice President
MORRIS WATSON,
Information Director
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By WILLIAM E. DODD
.k so-called free world federation of trade unions is scheduled to hold its founding convention in London, England, November 28.
Leading instigators of the rival
organization seceded from the
World Federation of Trade
Unions when this organization refused to be diverted from its purposes and be used to force the
Marshall Plan upon European nations having no desire to be subjugated to U. S. domination.
The WFTU now holds consultative status with the United
Nations organization.
_ The ILWU will belong to the
new federation when it is set up,
by virtue of the fact that it belongs to the CIO. Though having
no objection to belonging to the
two world labor organizations, the
union would like to see just one
united world labor body.
FAIL TO DICTATE
Back of the efforts of the proMarshall plan leaders who pulled
out of the WFTU is,their failure
to force the majority of the world
labor organization to accept their
dictation.
James Carey, CIO Secretary
- and Arthur Deakin, a high official
of the British Trades Union Congress, went to the WFTU Executive Bureau meeting in Paris,
France, last January with an ultimatum. This consisted of a demand that the WFTU suspend its
activities for a year or dissolve
completely. If neither of these
alternatives were adopted they
would walk out of the world body.
In plain words, the CIO and the
TUC sought to impose their will
on the 67 other national trade
union centers whigh are members
of the WFTU.

4

against its perpetrators," said the
WFTU.
NEW FASCISM
In conclusion the WFTU said
"if you do not want to witness a
manifestation of fascism under a
new form, if you do not want to
live through a new world war,
tighten your ranks, achieve the
unity of the working class
throughout the world."
All efforts to compromise the
differences failed and the CIO and
TUC, abetted by the labor fakirs
in the AFL, went ahead with
their plans to form the new labor
organization in Geneva, Switzerland, last June. Sixteen million'
unionists were divorced from
world labor with no effort being
made to consult the membership
of either the CIO, TUC or Dutch
trade union federation.
Remaining in the WFTU were
the 54 million: out of the original
72, representing the national
unions of China, Russia, France,
Italy and many other countries.

SMALL CLIQUE
The small clique which maneuvered this split was motivated by
only one idea: anti-Communism.
They were willing to wreck the
first united world labor organization in history because they could
not dominate it in every line of
action. The principle they fought
against was the right of each national group--be it British, American, French or other—to exercise autonomy in regard to the
Marshall Plan, and decide what
each group thought was best in
its own national interest.
According to Carey the new
"free" labor organization is thoroughly imbued with the antiCommunist obsession. Last June
he said: "Communist-dominated
trade unions will find no welcome
CRAM IT DOWN
here." Ile assured all applicants
Specifically, the CIO and the for membership that their elected
British leaders demanded that the officers and policies will be careWFTU get behind the Marshall fully scrutinized and screened.
plan and cram it down the reTone of the meeting in London
luctant throats of French, Italian next month will be set by such
and other European workers. AFL leaders as David Dubinsky,
WFTU, by an overwhelming ma-r- Matthew Woll and
George W.
jority vote recommended that the Harrison. Carey
labeled as a distrade union center in each mem- ruptionist by his own union, the
ber country be allowed to decide UE will speak for the CIO.
its policy on Marshall Plan aid.
Failing to get their way, and
unwilling to bow to the democratic majority in the WFTU, Carey
and Deakin walked out of the
Executive Board, taking in tow
SAN FRANCISCO—New offiEdward Kupers, head of one of
the Dutch trade union national cials of ILWU Auxiliary 16 were
installed here October 20 by outfederations.
AlThe time of the walkout the going Vice-President Ella Mae
WFTU said that "The WFTU is Cook. The new president is Jane
the joint property of all work- Remmers, vice-president and reporter is Asta Harman, secretary
ers. .,
"The WFTU could have done is Barbara Lynch and treasurer
much more if its activities had is Grace Mathias. Ten new memnot been restrained by the very bers were initiated.
ones who today have proposed
officially that it should suspend
Finian's Rainbow Is
all its activities and that it should
Something
to See
disband."
"Finian's Rainbow" which
PROFOUND CHANGES
opened at the Curran theater
American and British betrayers
October 24 in San Francisco is
of the WFTU have not underworth any trade unionist's
which
changes
profound
stood the
time.
the
took place in- trade unions of
The hero Is a trade unios
world, the developing maturity
organizer.
and independence of the peoples
The show says right out
of the world since the Second
loud that people ought to get
World War.
along with one another no
Their attempt to destroy the
matter what their color.
WFTU said the WFTU statement
William Randolph Hearst
"is based on a most categorical
doesn't like that. And his little
prinelementary
denial of the
Hearstlings, who want to stay
ciples of democracy ... which in
on his payroll, naturally have
fact leads to -dispossessing the
written reviews of the show
WFTU of its own powers and
saying, in effect, that the adto
exclusively
them
transferring
vocacy of racial equality is
two or three organizations."
straight from Karl Marx —
Carey and Beakin have weakeven though the show is one
ened the working class and aim at
of the most tuneful, whimsidestroying international and nacal and entertaining that's
tional unity. This consists of "an
ever hit the Coast.
unpardonable deed upon which
"Finian's Rainbow" is somethe workers and history, will
thing to see.
pass an overwheiming judgment
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ILWU Auxiliary 16
Installs Officers
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These Are ILWU's Delegatesto National=Convention

HARRY BRIDGES

J. R. ROBERTSON

FRANIC ANDREWS

YASUKI AR AKAKI

PEDRO DE LA CRUZ

Desperate Wreckers Seek Way to
Oust Leff Wing Unions from CIO

IL

MATT MEEHAN

(Continued from Page I)
such splitting to fall upon the expelled unions.
Aiming at complete political
control of the ranks of labor, the
wreckers apparently have adopted the tactic of squeezing out and
raiding those unions which still
are run by the rank and file and
which have refused to go along
with CIO political policy.
Expulsion threats voiced many
months ago have upon the eve of
the convention been altered in
presentation to make it appear
that the rank and file controlled
unions are preparing deliberately
to-take a walk out of CIO, despite
the fact that all of, the so-called
left unions put much of their
substance and as much of their
energies into building CIO. The

propaganda also ignores the fact
that all of these unions have
voted, by rank and file action, to
stay in CIO and fight for autonomy and democracy.
Stories carefully planted by
themselves are now being quoted
by the Carey forces as the only
slender proof they can muster to
make it appear that the dissident
unions are voluntarily on the way
out of CIO. (See "Battle for Your
Mind" on Page 8, also editorial
on Page 2).
In accordance with convention
action, the ILWU will ask special
dispensation to maintain ties with
the World Federation of Trade
Unions, particularly its maritime
department of which Bridges is
president. It will be pointed out
that every waterfront and marl-

time struggle has been won only
with the active help of longshore
and seafaring brothers of other
lands.
The National Executive Board
of CIO meeting here October 25
voted to refer the matter of the
dissident unions to the floor of
the convention. Walter Reuther
of the United Automobile Workers was named chairman and Joseph Curran of the National Maritime Union was named secretary
of t he resolutions committee.
ILWU will be represented on the
committee by its president, Harry
Bridges.
Other ILWU delegates to the
convention will be First Vice
President J. R. Robertson, Frank
Andrews of Olympia, Wash., Yasuki Arakaki of Honolulu, Matt

JAMES M. MOORE
Meehan of Portland, Justo Dela
Cruz of Honolulu and James
Moore of Cleveland.

Congress Committee Blasts Maritime Commission On Excess Subsidies
By WILLIAM GLAZIER
ILWU Washington Representative
WASHINGTON, D. C. — No
Washington observer can recall
a government agency ever getting such a blasting as the combined Democratic and Republican members of the House Executive Expenditures Committee
unanimously handed out to the
Maritime Commission last week.
The House Committee stated
without qualification that the
Commission had deliberately
flouted the law in order to grant
excessive ship construction subsidies.
It all started when the General Accounting Office—which
checks up on how Federal
agencies spend the money appropriated by Congress — reported last July that the Maritime Commission had spent without justification more than $25,000,000 of the taxpayers' money
for the benefit of the American
shipowners and operators. This
money was spent by the Commission as part of the cost of
constructing six passenger Vessels
for three private owners.
THREE BENEFIT
Six vessels were to be constructed at a cost of $150,000,000.
They were to be sold to private
operators for $70,000,000. Of the
government subsidy contribution
of $80,000,000 toward the cost
of these vessels, $25,000,000
could not be justified.
The.House Committee went to
work to get the facts on this
deal through which three ship
lines — American Export, APL
and U. S. Lines—obtained these
six vessels and had the Govern-

ment pick up the tab for an
extra $25,000,000.
Under the law, to help maintain the U. S. merchant marine,
construction differential subsidies are provided for. These are
simply direct grants by the Government which reduce the price
of an American vessel to what it
would cost to build it in a• foreign shipyard. The idea behind
this is to put the American
operator on equal footing with
his foreign competitor who enjoys lower construction costs.
NOT TO EXCEED ONE THIRD
By law, these subsidies normally cannot exceed 331
/
2 per cent
of the total cost of the construction of a vessel. The Commission is further authorized to pay
the cost of any feature incorporated in a vessel for national
defense purposes.
From the point of view of the
American shipowner, he stands
to get the best deal in terms of
a handout by estimates which
show foreign ship construction
costs to be very low and U. S.
costs very high. The Commission
made no bones about helping
him reach these conclusions.
For example, the investigating
congressional committee found
assumptions were made that
Dutch and American cost of ship
plates were the same, despite
the fact that the Commission
knew ship plates in Holland
exceeded the American cost by
60 per cent. In another instance
an estimator simply "multiplied
when he should have divided."
JUGGLE FIGURES
In another case when an estimator found that the subsidy

for the new superliner could not
exceed 33% per cent based on
comparable British costs, the
Commission simply dumped this
and had another estimator do the
job. He came up with a subsidy
of over 40 per cent, and that
was approved.
When the chief estimator of
the Division of Cost Analysis in
the Maritime Commission protested that estimated foreign
costs were being cut too low by
an unwarranted reduction in the
profit take, he testified that he
finally concurred in this manipulation only after he was threatened by a superior.
The Comptroller General of
the United States simply said
that all these determinations
"were based on assumptions
which were almost devoid of
foundation and calculations derived from these assumptions
were replete with errors and inaccuracies."
UP SUBSIDIES
What the Commission admitted
to was accepting the top figure
the shipowners offered to pay
and then increasing the construction subsidies and cost of national defense features to make
up the remainder of the cost of
the vessel—as easy as that.
In order to justify subsidies
of more than 331
/
2 per cent (the
American Export subsidy was 45
per cent of the cot of building
the vessel), each Commissioner
is supposed to have "convincing
evidence" of the need for this
added handout. Under questioning, none of the Commissioners
who voted for this deal, according to the report of the House

Committee, could expkain their
vote except by referring to outside evidence, which was not
supported by the cost figures the
Commissioners themselves supplied.
The House Committee concluded that Congress should investigate every one of these contracts and further, that in view
of the facts revealed, both the
fitness of the personnel of the
Commission and the very continued existence of the Commission should be examined.
VISITS TRUMAN
Only a few days after this report was released—and it received very little publicity in the
Eastern newspapers despite its
explosive character—Commission
Chairman Fleming called upon
President Truman.
He was reported in the press
as saying that the President had
ordered the Commission to examine the need for increasing subsidies to further help the U. S.
merchant marine.
Fleming stated that he looked
for legislation permitting subsidies beyond 50 per cent of the
cost of construction. He was saying in effect that a private operator could look forward to building a $100,000 ship by laying
out $40,000 and having the government foot the difference.
Even the shipowners could see
the handwriting on the wall if
thig kind of a deal went through.
They want the fat handouts—but
they want them covered up. An
outright subsidy of 60 or 70 per
cent to a private merchant
marine is.. too good to be true.
One fine day some taxpayer

might ask if it would not be
cheaper for the Government to
operate the ships outright—since
it owned so much of them anyway—and that would end this
profitable operation.
And so there were protests and
confused double-talking statements from the operators about
subsidies of over 50 per cent
They were for them and against
them in the same breath.
All of this is in the name of
free private enterprise. The fat
subsidies out of taxpayers' funds
are draining into the pockets of
the
very
businessmen
who
scream loudly about balancing
the budget and government interference with business. But when
it comes to their handouts, they
just ask for more.

Local 6 Endorses Summer
Daylight Saving Measure
SAN FRANCISCO — The largest CIO local on the Pacific
Coast, Local 6 of the ILWU, endorsed Proposition 12, the summertime daylight saving time
measure on the November 8 special election ballot.
"The social, economic and industrial life of the people of the
State of California will be immensely benefited by summertime daylight saving time just as
it has aided 75,000,000 other
Americans," declared Richard
Lynden,secretary-treasurer of the
local and president of the San
Francisco CIO Council
Proposition 12 provides for
summertime daylight saving time
from the last Sunday in April to
the last Sunday in Sertember.
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Males Says Cannibalism Stymies Drive To Organize 34
Million Unorganized, Will Wreck CIO Unless Stopped
(Editor's note: In 1940, when
It was five years old, the CIO had
five million members. In the nine
years between 1940 and now, even
granting CIO claims, which we
cannot, the CIO is only a million more in face of the fact that
some 34 million or more workers
are still unorganized.
(Some of the reasons for this
amazing lack of growth upon the
part of an organization which
started with a vigorous stride are
explained by James J. Matles, a
recognized ace organizer, in a
speech which he made at the
Fourteenth convention of the
United Electrical Workers, of
which he is director of organization, at Cleveland last month.
(Because of the great interest
In all labor's ranks in the situation within CIO as the date for
the CIO National convention
nears, there is here presented the
verbatim transcript of Brother
Matles' speech "Against Raiding
and Dictatorship in the CIO.")
By JAMES J. MATLES
Mr. Chairman and Delegates:
Last year I stated on the floor of
our convention that CIO cannot
survive unless it stops the practice of cannibalism.
I want to pick up from there.
The minority resolution says it is
the objective of the CIO to organize the unorganized. Now let's
see about that. At the 1946 CIO
convention in Atlantic City, before we in CIO had any major
disagreements, I addressed myself to the delegates and said that
most of us in that convention
were piecards on the payroll of
union members and urged that
we better get off our swivel chairs
and get down to the factory gates
and organize the millions of unorganized, otherwise CIO cannot
discharge its duty to the working
people of this country. That was
In 1946.
MILLIONS UNORGANIZED
When the CIO first started in
1936 two million members a year
were organized during the first
three years. Today, the CIO is in
the most critical condition as far
as the organization of the millions
of the unorganized is concerned.
There are 50 million industrial
workers in this country who are
eligible for membership in CIO.
Today there are 16 million organized in the CIO, AFL and in bona
fide unaffiliated unions—and 34
million are unorganized.
These 34 million unorganized
workers are not in the steel industry, they are not in the electrical industry, they are not in
the automobile industry; they are
In dozens of unorganized industries throughout America.
Let's see the kind of job the
National CIO has been doing for

these 34 million unorganized
workers.
226 YEARS TO WAIT
During the twelve months from
July, 1948, to June, 1949, the total
number of workers who voted for
the CIO were 158,000, and that includes all the raids some CIO
unions made against others. These
are counted as votes of new recruits for CIO.
At that rate, the 34 million unorganized workers will have to
wait 226 years to be organized.
CIO is doing a miserable job
today for the millions of unorganized because it has abandoned
the militant rank and file democratic program under which we
were able to organize six million
workers during the first three
years of. CIO existence.
NO ROOM FOR TWO AFL's
There is no room in the United
States of America for two AFL's,
there is no room for that. As a
matter of fact, millions of people doubted in 1936 whether there
was room for one AFL, that is
the reason they organized the
CIO. In the early years of CIO
there was never any doubt in the
minds of American workers as to
the difference between the AFL
and the CIO, but now they cannot tell them apart. As a matter
of fact Bill Green's AFL appears
the more militant of the two.
As a result, although neither
the AFL nor the CIO is organizing the millions of unorganized,
the AFL within the limits of the
miserable showing that both are
making is organizing twice as
many as the CIO.
UE DONATED
Now let's look at the Southern
Organizing Drive. The southern
organizing drive was started in
1946. The UE was asked by the
CIO to make heavy financial contributions in addition to per capita tax for that purpose. We
asked no questions. From 1946 to
1948, UE donated $235,000 for
the southern organizing drive, in
addition to our regular per capita
tax.
The CIO told us that they are
going to hire organizers with our
money, that these organizers will
do the job of organizing shops of
all industries including the elec'in the south, and
trical industry
as these electrical shops are organized by CIO organizers,the UE
will issue charters and undertake
to negotiate the contracts with
the employers. The CIO did not
want UE to select the organizers
to be paid out of the $235,000 of
UE contributions.
NOT ONE MEMBER
The so-called southern organizing drive has been going on for
four years, and to date, the CIO
did not turn over a single member to the UE from any electrical

'I'm Mr. Webb's brother-in-Irv.
',believe he's expecting me

shop in the south—not one member.
Now let's see—maybe the CIO
did a good job of organizing other
industries in the south with our
money? Here are the facts:
During the last 18 months (one
year and a half) there were 1,324
T-H elections held in the south.
Out of all these, the CIO won the
sum total of 282 elections, and
the total number of workers who
voted for the CIO in these 282
elections were 41,000. That's the
total record of the CIO during
one year and a half of its so-called
organizing drive in the south. On
that, the CIO has spent more than
two million dollars of our money
and money of other unions. I
can't tell you the total amount
of money that CIO spent since
1946 in the south because the CIO
never gave UE a written financial
statement of the expenditures.
CAN'T HIDE RECORD
"Then why don't you take the hash? It has the $2. steak,
The CIO certainly cannot blame $1.50 chops, $1.40 ham and
$1.60 pork in it- all For 85/I"
UE for this miserable record.
of
They asked us for thousands
EXAMPLE IN RAILROAD
past few years, has not only esdollars of contributions in addiNow let's see what happened to tablished the greatest record of
tion to our per capita tax and we the shopmen on the Pennsylvania failures in the organization of
gave them 235 thousand dollars. Railroad and in some of the other the 34 million unorganized workCIO did not want a single organ- railroads of the country? I re- ers, but in addition the policy
of
izer from UE to be paid from this member during my days as a the CIO leadership of raiding,
money. We let them have it their grand lodge representative of the secession and dictatorship is
way. They wanted to hire their JAM, the efforts JAM made to or- wrecking even the right-wing unown piecards. We let them have ganize the machinists on the ions and driving thousands of
that. Now they are trying to hide Pennsylvania Railroad. I know of their members out of the CIO into
this record.
the efforts that the JAM made AFL, independent and company
They cannot do it. It is there for 20 years before that. I re- unions.
for everyone to see. No amount member that these efforts were
Because the UE is defending
of cheap flag waving or dirty red met with complete failure in the Its rank and file, militant probaiting by CIO leaders can hide face of an entrenched strong com- gram, policy and constitution, the
their failure to organize the work- pany union on those railroads.
CIO leadership is making every
ers in the south.
Several years ago the rank and effort to destroy the UE by means
MISERABLE TEXTILE UNION
file shopmen decided they were of raids, secession and union.
The Textile Workers Union, going to organize an industrial busting.
which is one of the main cogs in union of all the shop crafts. They
I ask you delegates to read an
this so-called organizing drive and asked for a charter from the CIO article in the UE News that is on
which has been using UE money for a railroad workers industrial your tables now which deals with
supposedly to organize the unor- union, and they got it. They or- a recent raid of the CIO against •
ganized textile workers, has as ganized 30,000 shopmen on the our Western Electric Local in St.
miserable a record in organizing Penn and other railroads. They Paul, Minn. This Local has a conthe unorganized 600,000 textile won their labor board elections. tract with the Western Electric
workers in the south as does the They were an enthusiastic grow- Company which runs to 1951, and,
rest of the CIO. During one year ing new industrial union of Rail- by admission of the CIO raiders,
and a half after the T-H law, the road Shopmen.
it is the best contract anywhere
Textile Workers Union organized
All of a sudden, the CIO offi- in the Western Electric Company.
the sum total of 24,000 workers, cers sent out orders to these rail- No delegate at this convention,
both in the north and south.
road workers that they should unless he is a traitor to his own
I repeat—the 34 million unor- forthwith disband their union, union, can read this article withganized workers are not in the turn the membership over to the out having his blood boil because
steel industry, they are not in the Shipyard Workers Union and turn of the disgraceful union-busting
auto industry, they are not in the over all their property and funds on the part of national CIO.
electrical industry, they have to to the Shipyard Workers Union. BRASS KNUCKLES FORESEEN
be organized by the CIO, and CIO The railroad shopmen fought bitSome of these national CIO
cannot organize them on the basis terly against this type of CIO dic- guys, including Carey, have been
of raids against UE; it cannot or- tatorship, but there was no stop- going around through the length
ganize them through dictatorship; ping the CIO leadership from its and breadth of this country issuit cannot organize them by play- mad drive to enforce its dictator- ing statements to the newspapers
ing the bosses' game of union ship on the rank and file union and radio, stating what they are
wrecking of affiliated CIO unions. members.
going to do to UE when we show
Let's find out what happened SKELETON LEFT
up at the next convention of CIO
to some of the so-called right
What happened?—There is no here in the city of Cleveland.
past
the
during
wing CIO unions
more CIO Railroad Workers In- They have been threatening us in
year. Let's see how the present •dustrial Union. The CIO Ship- the newspapers with everything
program and the present policy of yard Workers Union did not get under the sun. They say they
raiding and dictatorship practiced these members, and today the will kick us out, they will expel
by CIO helped these right wing AFL craft unions and the same us.
unions.
Only last week, Allen Haywood,
old company unions on the Penn
Railroad have filed for labor Director of Organization of the
RESULTS OF DICTATORSHIP
CIO, appeared before the New
Take the Retail and Wholesale board elections.
Now let's take a look at the CIO York State CIO Convention, adWorkers, a union that had 100,000 members a year and one-half Utility Workers Union. In 1937, dressing himself to the UE and
ago. As a result of CIO dictator- John L. Lewis asked the UE to other unions who oppose raiding
ship, as a result of the order of start the organizing of the util- and dictatorship, stated that the
the CIO Executive Board that this ity workers. Despite the many Portland Convention of the CIO
union had to disband and the problems that we had in our own lastzrear was a powder puff conmembership be handed over to industry, we extended our help to vention—that the Cleveland CIO
the Amalgamated Clothing Work- the utility workers. We made en- Convention in October was going
ers, one-half of the membership couraging progress, then assisted to be a brass knuckle convention.
In face of all that, the same CIO
went AFL and the other half went these workers in setting up a
independen. That is the.status of union of their own under the guys have the unmitigated gall to
go around complaining that they
CIO.
the Retail Workers.
What is h app en in g today? heard rumors that UE plans to
How about the Shipyard Workera? As a result of the raids on Thousands of utility workers, walk out of CIO.
the part of the Shipyard Workers members of the • CIO, have left UE FIGHTS CORRUPTION
UE is not leaving CIO. UE is
against other CIO unions, the this union and have gone into the
Shipyard Workers Union has al- AFL. That union is now a skele- fighting CIO corruption. UE demands that the President of the
most entirely been wiped out in ton organization.
CIO fulfill his commitments to
the shipyard industry. The two BLOOD BOILS
That is the situation that con- the General Officers of the UE.
largest Shipyard locals, New York
Ship in Camden and Sun Ship in fronts the so-called right-wing un- He must call off his CIO dogs
Chester, Pa., left the Shipyard ions in the CIO because they try who are raiding the UE. He must
Workers and went to the AFL ' to operate on the basis of CIO stop Carey's efforts to wreck this
(Contiime'd on Page 6)
dictatorship. The CIO, during the
Boilermakers.'
,; . I I
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CIO State
Council Asks
Pork Chops

•

SAN FRANCISCO—The California CIO Council's twelfth annual convention wound up here
October 16, with nearly 400 delegates from 72 locals united on an
aggressive program for pork
chops and for returning the CIO
to democracy.
James Daugherty was reelected
president of the Council and Bijorne Hailing secretary-treasurer
by acclamation. Hailing was
named the Council's delegate to
the National CIO Convention in
Cleveland, October 31.
The convention Voted to fight
for autonomy within the CIO
(see story on page 7) • and answered in detail all charges
placed against the Council in
commercial newspapers by National CIO Regional Directors
Tim Flynn and Irwin De Shetlea.
EXPOSED
The two were thoroughly exposed as disruptionist piecards
in the Council's answer. In spite
of their splitting efforts '70,000
workers were represented at this
convention.

A major order of business at
the convention was support to
ILWU President Harry Bridges, 0
Vice - President J. R. Robertson
and International Representative
Henry Schmidt, facing trial next
month on charges of conspiracy
and false statements in connection with _Bridges' acquiring citizenship.

0•

A broad statewide defense committee was set up to work with
the ILWU Bridges, Robertson,
Schmidt Defense Committee. A
resolution called for the expulsion for life of any member in an
affiliated union "found to be acting as a stoolpigeon or -working
with the government to frame the
elected leadership of the ILWU."

WHAT PRICE
Bridges, a featured convention
speaker, told the delegates: "We
value our affiliation with the CIO
and intend to maintain it. The
a price
only thing is, how
must we pay?

"I hope we,can return to the
early principles of the CIO and
reunite on a constructive basis so
we can do the job we were built
to do—to serve the interests of
the workers in California."
Bridges- said the dissension in
CIO results from the fact that:
"Where the CIO used to be an
economic organization, now it is
first of all concerned with using
political programs to achieve
economic ends—and no one has
been able to do that.

POLITICAL DEALS
"That's what's going on today
—an attempt to deliver in economic terms, by means of political
maneuvers and political deals.
And it won't pay off; it never has.
"It is getting to be the thing

today—the respectable thing, the
popular thing—in the labor movement to drop the idea of higher

Above aril) scenes at the hard-hitting California CIO Council Convention in San Francisco
Was Ther
October 14-16. The ILWU was well represented. Its delegates took an active part in shaping
policies on everything from pork chops to peace. Picture No. 1 sho'ws Local 10's delegation of San Francisco longshoremen, with
International Second Vice-President Germain Bulcke concentrating on something at the head of the table. 2. ILWU President
Harry Bridges told the Convention the ILWU values its affiliation with the CIO and wants to keep it, but that all unions must
have the right. to vote on policies. 3. Bob Leech from Warehouse Local 6 in San Jose, on the left, and Johnny Maduro from Local
10 were concentrating too. 4. Local 13's delegation posed in the rear of the convention hall in the ILWU building. They are San
Pedro longshoremen, from left to right, Arthur Haubrich, L. B. Thomas, Bill Lawrence, J. L. Williams and C. Richmond. 5. Bjorn.
Hailing, Council secretary-treasurer and a Local 10 member, was re-elected by acclamation. 6. Local 34 sent a hard-working
group; at the far left is a visitor, then James Russo, Cole Jackman, Thomas Carson, Raymond Hutchings and Lee S. Renfroe.
Not shown are Mike Johnson and Harold Donlin from the San Francisco Shipclerks local. 7. On the autonomy issue, almost every-,
steel workers.
On collective bargaining it one wanted to hit the mike. In the line-up here, left to right, are Bob Rohatch, Local 10; Jay Sauers, Local 10; Chile Duarte, Local,
called for an all-out struggle for 6 in Oakland; and John Shaw, Local 10. II. Local 6's delegation was hard-working too. 9. Jack Steinhart from Warehouse Loca
off!1
wage increases as well as for pen- 26 in Los Angeles is at the right.
sions and welfare plans, pointing •
to the recent victories of Bay out waiting for National
CIO to Committee, defense for Luisa Mo- extradition papers sending Mine- of the 11 Communist Party
Area warehousemen Ind Hawaii get busy.
reno Bemis, a former Food, To- Mill member Lester Tate to a cials in New York and the jailingli
longshoremen as proof that more
Another blasted the persecution bacco & Agricultural Workers re- Virginia chain gang, and that of their defense lawyers.
•
wages can be won by militant of CIO Fishermen under
the anti- gional director whom the govern- Warren pardon the four AFL
The problems of minorities got
unions.
trust act.
ment seeks to deport to Guate- Lumber Workers framed and sent special attention in a resolutioni
GO AHEAD SIGNAL
Delegates named civil rights as mala.
to jail for picketline activity dur- which declared: "The root swim*
A major resoNtion called for a pork chop issue in itself, setting
They also demanded that Gov- ing the 1947 Redwood strike.
• of discrimination is the dam*
organizing the unorganized with- up, besides the Bridges Defense ernor Earl Warren refuse to sign
They condemned the conviction
(Continued on Page 6)
wages.
"But we have just gone through
some battles in the ILWU, and
the results show that we are right
when we figure the old idea still
works—you tie 'em up and you
keep 'ens tied up till they come
through.*
T h e convention emphasized
support to the striking mine and

•
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Labor Across Nation Throws Full
Support Behind Mine, Steel Strikes

Hallowe'en
The time of lighted pumpkins
and black cats on broomsticks
h here. Joan Fulton is the untypical witch above.

Relief Rolls Grow
Fast in Ohio
CINCINNATI (FP) — Relief
rolls continue to grow despite
what the Ohio State Employment
Service calls a "slight gain in employment" for this industrial area.
A year ago there were 3,881
eases listed. The latest census
contains 5,847 cases. These cases
represent approximately 20,000
niea, women and children out of
a total population of 620,000.
In addition, about 11,000 are
reptrted collecting unemployment compensation. This number
reptesents probably 30,000 men,
women and children.

The United Mine Workers and
the CIO Steelworkers a million
strong hung tough in their strike
against the nation's basic industries this week, with Aluminum
Company of America workers
joining the walkout and organized labor across the country
backing the strikers.
Meanwhile in San Francisco
the ILWU answered a charge by
Steelworker s Vice-President
James Thimmes that agreement
to a waterfront welfare f und
hurt the steel strike.
An ILWU statement said:
"The union rejected a pension
plan based on joint contributions
mainly because it was felt that
acceptance would hurt the steel
strike. The plan would have
called for the West Coast operators to put in 5 cents for every
ton of cargo handled to start
building a fund, which is exactly
the basis upon which the United
Mine Workers started.
TO AID STEEL STRIKE
"The union leaders frankly
sacrificed a pension fund at this
time in the direct interest of the
steelworkers' strike. At best, we
consider it doubtful strategy of
Mr. Thimmes to try to win the
steel strike by attacking the
ILWU. Notwithstanding his efforts, the ILWU stands 100 per
cent behind the steelworkers and
their strike."
The statement explained that:
"Our negotiations took place under a wage reopening and in a
friendly spirit of good faith with
the union having neither the
power to strike or arbitrate and
the employers lacking the power
to cancel the agreement.
"The 3 cents gained for welfare is in addition to the 15
cent wage increase received
when we returned to work last
November. The great majority

Taft-Hartley act," he
of our waterfront members have fainou
been contributing more to simi- said, "to bludgeon our people
lar funds in the past and re- like galley slaves back into the
ceiving a great deal less in re- mines and seize the money which
turn. The 3 cents will add meas- these men placed in the treasury
of their union by loading coal
urably to their benefits."
in, deep mines, in wet places,
CALIFORNIA CIO SUPPORT
under dangerous rock, in bad
The California CIO Convention
air, many of whom died, while
in San Francisco last week likethe government gaily takes its
wise declared itself behind the
money as a punitive action to
strikers.
force us to agree to the operGovernment mediation efforts
ators' terms."
in both the mine and steel industries have failed, and union
leaders laid the blame for continuing the strikes squarely at
the door of the nation's big
financiers, the Morgans and
duPonts and Mellons.
The Steelworkers have been
on strike against United States
Steel since September 30 for a
(Continued from Page 5)
10 cents per hour non-contribu- and cents profits that the emtory pension and welfare plan, ployers gain from discrimination!'
with their attack emphasizing the A legislative and economic probig pensions paid to company gram to help Negroes, Mexicans,
executives—all non-contributory. Filipinos and other minority
For instance- President A. B. groups obtain jobs was voted.
Homer of Bethlehem Steel CorDelegates rejected the idea that
poration will receive an annual 51
/
2 million unemployed is a
pension of $110,460 at the age normal feature of our economic
of 65.
life, and called for $40 weekly
The miners went on a no-day jobless pay as long as a worker is
work week September 19 in the jobless. Trade with China was
soft coal fields east of the Mis- named as an answer to a large
sissippi to enforce demands for part of the unemployment probincreased payments to the UMW lem in California.
And no matter what major
welfare fund and other contract
problems
the unions face in comimprovements.
UMW President John L. Lewis ing months, the convention said,
suggested to AFL President Wil- the fight for Taft-Hartley repeal
liam Green that nine big AFL must go on.
unions pool resources with the
Deportation of Greek
UMW to support the Steelworkers to the tune of $250,000 Seamen Protested
WASHINGTON (FP) Illegal
weekly apiece (but Green replied
only that individual unions will seizure and deportation of Greek
seamen was protested at the Juscontribute as they see .fit.
Lewis lashed out at talk of tice Department October 20 by
government intervention: "We a delegation representing the
don't want the government to in- Federation of Greek Maritime Undicate ethat it will use the in- ions.

010 State
Council Asks
Pork Chops

Marshall Plan Payoff

•)).41

The recent AFL convention
reported that the union losing
most members last year was
Joe Ryan's International Longshoremen's Association. T h e
loss was 13,500 members. ILA
longshoremen work on the
East and Gulf coasts where the
major portion of Marshall
plan cargoes move.

Carey Shouts
I Was Robbed
At UE Union
CLEVELAND, Ohio — James
Carey, National CIO secretarytreasurer, is not only a disrupter
according to his own union, the
United Electrical Workers, he is a
bum loser.
There's no doubt he was the
loser at UE's convention here last
month.
Carey told the convention he
didn't have secession in mind, but
the day after the 'convention
ended he told the press he had
set up a committee for that very
purpose. This committee was to
confer with the United Auto
Workers and also to ask for 'a
dual electrical union within_ the
CIO.
The reason Careyy gave. to the
press was that delegates from
nine locals who voted for the
victorious US administration
"wholly or in part disregarded
either the specific instructions or
the expressed desires of their
local unions."
His "I was robbed" claims fail
to gibe with the facts.
For instance, Carey listed Westinghouse Local 617 as one of the
nine disobedient locals. Actually
by 21/3 to 1 Local 617 elected proadministration officers and specifically told its convention delegates to _introduce a resolution
commending the incumbent international officers.
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Oatles Speech Tells How Cannibalism Is Wrecking the National CIO
kept the rotating fund of the
UAW rotating. They were being
squandering CIO money, which is paid off, and all this treason
our money, for the purpose of against UE they are trying to pass
wrecking activities in this union. off as a "liberation movement."
We ask the President of the
Our union, the UE, did well
CIO to give us a financial state- by itself. We can be proud of it.
ment of CIO expenditures so that We licked the raiders in 418
we can check and make sure that cases, or in 92 per cent of the
the national CIO does notuse UE cases. That shows w h e r e the
per capita tax payments for the members of this union stand.
purpose of undermining, disrupt- What would some of the potential
ing and raiding the UE.
traitors in our union want us to
The President of the CIO can do? Should we keep on pouring
do that easily. If he would as in money to the national CIO so
much as snap his fingers, all the that they can keep on raiding and
CIO national office dogs who are so that Carey can keep on using
trying to break our union would our members' money to cut the
be off our backs.
UE's throat? Should we stand by
and let the CIO destroy our orIT'S CALLED' LIBERATION
Some of these CIO guys and a ganization as they have destroyed
Retail Workers, the Shipyard
few at this convention, are trying the
Workers,
the Utility Workers, the
to tell the UE membership that
UE is not being raided by CIO railroad workers and others?
or by any other CIO union, that, STAB IT DEAD
Instead, CIO and some CIO unI will tell you a story about
ions are just trying to "liberate"
our members from imprisonment that if I may take a moment.
This is a Lincoln story:
In UE.
Now, let's take a look at this
Two gamblers were playing
°liberation movement!"
cards; one of them got the susI have in mir hands, UAW picion that there was some dirty
vouchers of a raiding fund which work afoot. The first f ellow
Is called, "UE Rotating Fund." pulled his bowie knife and pinned
This is a UAW rotating fund for the hand of the second -guy to
the New York and Connecticut the table and said, "If I don't
areas, and I have individual find an ace of spades under the
vouchers here from some of the palm of your hand, I'll be.glad to
phonies who were members of apologize."
our union at the time they signed
We are not going to put the
the vouchers, accepting money UE on the table and let CIO offifrom the UAW to help them raid cers stab it dead with a bowie
our union. One of the names on knife and then hope maybe some
these vouchers is that of John day after they succeed in destroyDillon of the Mergenthaler Lino- ing us, as they did other CIO
type Company, Brooklyn.
unions, they may apologize for it.
We say to the CIO leaders, for
THEY'RE PAID OFF
•These traitors in the UE just the good of the CIO, stop your
kept on signing vouchers and just raiding and dictatorship.

I

(Continued from Page 4)

union. He must stop him from

The 600,000 men and women
of the UE are anxious to use their
physical and financial resources
to help CIO organize the 34 million unorganized workers. No union in this country can make a
greater contribution in helping
the CIO organize these millions
than this union can.
During the entire history of.
NLRB elections, every year I
have stood up before the CIO convention and put the record of this
union on the table; year after
year, the 'UE won the largest percentage of votes in labor board
elections of any other CIO union,
including the Steel and Auto
workers. In face of this record of
UE, there are still some potential traitors in our midst who are
going around saying that UE
would never have been in existence if the CIO did not do it for
us.
•
DEMOCRACY WANTED
The Business Agent of Local
201, Lynn, when he was talking
on this resolution, said that he opposed our demanding that the
President of the CIO stop CIO
skullduggery against "UE. He
called these reasonable demands
of ours a threat to pull out of
the CIO.
He did not tell you what Local
201, his own Local, did two years
ago when the leadership of the
State CIO in Massachusetts deprived Local 201 and every other
UE Local in the state of their
right to select the UE representative for the State CIO Executive
Board and instead, the CIO state
leadership designated who would
represent UE on the State CIO
Executive Board.
Local 201 and most other UE
locals in the State of Massachu-

setts stopped paying their per
capita to the State CIO and to
this date are not paying it. Would
the delegate claim that Local 201
is out of the CIO? Certainly not.
What Local 201 is saying and
what the many other UE locals
in Massachusetts are saying to the
State CIO is this—"When you will
give us representation, we will
give you our money and until you
do, we will not give you our members' money."
WE WON'T FOOT BILL
The crimes of national CIO
against the national UE are much
more serious than those committed by the State CIO leadership
against Local 201 and other UE
locals in Massachusetts, because,

in addition to telling UE to comply or get out, CIO officials in
cooperation with other CIO unions tried to wreck our union in
436 organized shops during the
past year.
What the Resolution Committee proposes to this convention is
that we turn to the national leaders of the CIO and tell them the
following:
"Stop raiding our union. Tell
your paid dogs to stop undermining it from within through secession and disruption, and, if
you, as CIO leaders, are not ready
to discharge your duty to this
union, then we say to you—until
you are ready to do so, don't ask
the members of UE to foot your
bill for raids against us."

pp. •
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"We're in for it now I He's
discovered the law of leveroger
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STATEMENT OF THE OWNER'SHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCUL AT1ON, ETC. REQUIRED BY THE
ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST
24, 1912, AS AMENDED BY THE
ACTS OF MARCH. 3, 1933 AND
JULY 2, 1946.
Of The Dispatcher published every
two weeks at San Francisco, Calif.,
for October 1, 1949.
State of California,
County of San Francisco—ss.
Before me, a notary public in and
for the State and county aforesaid,
personally appeared Morris Watson,
who, having been duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that he
is the Editor of The Dispatcher and
that the following is, to the best of
his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily, weekly, semiweek or tri-weekly newspaper, the
circulation), etc. of the aforesaid
publication for the date shown in the
above caption, required by the Act
of August 24, 1912, as amended by
the Act of March 3, 1933, and July 2.
1946 (Section 537, Postal laws and
regulations), printed on the reverse
of this form, to wit:
I. That the names and addresses
of the publisher, editor, managing
editor, and business managers are:
Publisher: International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union.
150 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco.
Editor: Morris Watson, 150 Golden
Gate Ave.. San Franciscc.
Managing Editor: None.
Business Managers: None.
2 That the owner is: (If owned by
a corporation, its name and address
must be stated and also immediately
thereunder the names and addresses
of stockholders owning or holding ope
per cent or more of total amount of
_stock. If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses of the
individual owners must be given. If
owned by a firm, company, or other
unincorporated concern, its name and
address, as well as those of. each
individual member, must be given.):
International Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union, 150 Golden
Gate Ave. San Francisco.
President: Harry R. Bridges, 150
Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco.
Secretary - Treasurer: Louis Goldblatt, 150 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco.
3. That .the known bondholders,
mortgagees: and other security holders owning or holding 1 percent or
more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: (If
there are none, so state): None.
4. That the two paragraphs next
above, giving the names of the owners, stockholders. and security holders, if any, contain not only the list
of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the
company but also, in cases where the
stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the nanie of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is
acting, is -given; also that the said
two paragraphs contain statements
embracing affiant's full knowledge
and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do
not appear upon the books of the
company as trustees, hold stock and
securities in a capacity other than
that of a bona fide owner: and this
affiant has no reason to believe that
aoy other person. association, or corporation has any interest direct or
Indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by
him.
5. That the average number of
copies of each issue of this publication sold or distributed, through the
mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the twelve months preceding the date shown above is—
(This information is reouired from
daily, weekly, semi-weekly and trlweekly newspapers onlv.1
MORRIS WATSON
Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me
this .10th day of September, 1949.
My commission expires February
24. 1950.
(Seal)
MARION M. BENDER.

In Other Unions
Two Weeks of Labor Intelligence

"Would $150,000 square things'?"

ILWU Answers Pineapple Companies.
Speed Up Plan With More Solidarity
WAIPIO, T. H.—Increased solidarity is ILWU Local 152''s
answer to efforts of the pineapple industry in the Territory to
make speedup a prime object, the dog eat dog, more profits and
less jobs type of speedup.
Libby's merit speedup system, exposed by union Treasurer
T. Oshiro as most vicious of any in the Islands, recalls the time.
study methods fought for years by mainland unions.
The industry calls it a "merit" or "standard" system in an
effort to sell it to the workers over the heads of union officials.
SPEEDUP
At Libby's a worker must produce a "measured" amount of
work per day, or else. How'much he must produce is determined
by a number of "costs control men" who observe his every motion on the job and compare it with the company's notion of ,
"normal effort."
•
Every job element is timed and the times totaled, with the
company "generously" making allowances for weather and ground
conditions, to set the period in which a worker must do a certain
job to earn his base rate.
In the majority of the jobs timed workers must produce far
more than in previous years, just to get their base rate.
What it adds up to is a wage cut for the workers and more
profits for Libby's.

ILWU Backs Citizenship
Without Regard to Race
SAN FRANCISCO—Support for 81st Congress.
House Joint ReAolution 238 aimed
Senator Downey said that he
to eliminate race restriction in "hoped we can enact the proposal
• naturalization proceedings was early next session."
announced by the ILWU October
Text of the message sent by
20.
ILWU President Harry Bridges to
Telegrams were sent to Califor- the two legislators said:
nia Senators Sheridan Downey
"We urge you to support and
and William S. Knowland urging vote for House Joint Resolution
them to get behind the measure. 238, aimed at eliminating race
Knowland ducked endorsement of restriction in naturalization prothe bill, replying that no action ceedings. American citizenship
would be taken on the measure sitould be open to all, regardless
until the second session of the
of race or color."

California CIO Won't Be Intimidated

•
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SAN FRANCISCO — Califor"The steps taken by National
nia CIO members won't submit CIO officials to destroy auton*to "dictatorial rule from on omy in the CIO and substitute
high," the California CIO Coun- new policies of dictatorial rule
cil served notice in its twelfth from on high, the threats of exannual convention here October pulsion, of wrecking the unity
15th.
of what has been the most mili"The CIO was founded out of tant and meaningful section of
the struggle of workers against the labor movement are made
raiding and dictatorship," de- at a time when that unity is
dared the convention's resolu- more important than ever betion on autonomy. "We will fore.
fight for democratic processes in
"The employers are now enthe CIO" and "for full autonomy gaged in a gigantic carefully
of locals and international blueprinted offensive against
unions."
the union movement and against
Pointing out that the funda- the wages and conditions of
mental democratic principle of labor generally. They are acting
autonomy has been reaffirmed under the protection of the
time and again by CIO Presi- Taft-Hartley Law.
dent Philip Murray himeelf, the
"They are provoking and deCalifornia CIO delegates said:
stretching out strikes
"Today, some.of the people who liberately
spoke so eloquently and ardently for every penny of wages sought
about democracy and autonomy by labor. They seek to establish
are now threatening suspension in all plants a savage speedup.
"They continue profiteering
and expulsion of the unions
which are standing firmly for at unprecedented rates while
their democratic rights and for restricting production so that
the terms of the affiliation unemploYed lines lengthen and
agreements they made originally 'the shadow of deep depression
with CIO...
settles on the land.

"This to any trade unionist
would seem clearly to be the
time for action to unify the CIO
as the backbone in the fight for
jobs and peace, to organize the
35 million unorganized, to
struggle more effectively against
the bosses and not to stir up
suicidal civil war within CIO."
The Council pledged itself to
continue fighting for "a united
CIO in California and in the
nation" but not a "unity of surrender, or of abandonment of
the principles which gave life
and vitality to the CIO."
"The unions which make up
the California .CIO Council,"
said the resolution, "are not
striving for the impossible condition of unanimity, but simply
for unity. There always have
been differences of opinion in
the CIO, but on the big issues
we put aside our differences
and pulled together."
The Convention called on all
affiliated locals to set up rank
and file committees to institute
a real grass roots campaign for
defilocracy in CIO.

CIO Gas, Coke & Chemical Workers announced they will appeal
an appellate court's decision in Niagara Falls, N. Y., upholding the
conviction of six members charged with tipping over a car during a
strike against the National Carbon Company. . .. General Electric
offered what it called a"package of old and new benefits" to CIO
Electrical Workers in New York negotiations. UE is demanding'a
$500 a year package.
The Ford pension plan was rejected in Los Angeles by CIO Auto
Workers Local 923 with a vote of two to one after rank and filers
expressed strong objection to it. ... Farmers Union members actively
aided striking CIO Mine-Mill Workers in the Coeur d'Alene, Idaho,
mining district with donations of needed food. The bitter strike was
called to gain a wage boost and employer-financed health, welfare
and pension fund.. .. Fifteen thousand fur workers members of the
CIO Furriers Joint Council, wired a protest to Attorney General J.
Howard McGrath against the "outrageous persecution" of their manager, Irving Potash, convicted in New York along with other Communist Party leaders.

Strike Wins 25c Raise
When a union shop steward was suspended by the Campbell
Soup Company in Camden, N. J., under the Bedaux speedup system,
five thousand members of CIO Food, Tobacco and Agricultural
Workers walked off their jobs. ... Bell Aircraft workers in Buffalo,
N. Y., members of the UAW, voted to submit issues in their fourmonth strike to arbitration. ... A two-month strike by AFL Carpet,
Linoleum & Soft Tile Workers ended in San Francisco with granting
of a 15 cents per hour raise retroactive to August 1st and a further
10 cents raise April 1, 1950.
AFL Electrical Workers in Washington, D. C., scored Westinghouse 'Corporation refusal to consider a wage increase. The company
agreed it would talk about a pension and hospitalization program.. •.
The San Francisco AFL Building Trades Council pledged no work
stoppages on low rent housing projects until the Housing Authority
and Public Housing Administration have had a chance to settle any
dispute. . . . Stricken "ill" at the same time,, 2,000 CIO sanitation
workers demonstrated outside New York Mayor William O'Dwyer's
office to let him know they are "sick of long hours and low wages."

Doorbells. Will Ring in 1950
More doorbell ringing was urged by the New Mexico Federation .
of Labor to get out the vote in 1950.... Directors of the AFL Screen
Actors Guild and Screen Extras Guild in Hollywood denied that they
are contemplating affiliation with the American Federation of Musicians. . .. To eliminate the last remnants of non-union products in
the men's apparel industry, the CIO Amalgamated Clothing Workers
launched a $500,000 union label,drive. .. Wage increase ranging as
high as 30 cents per hour and averaging 11 cents were reported for
1949 by UE in metropolitan New York and New Jersey.
Facing a strike threat, Stern's huge department store in New
York signed a contract with independent Local 5 granting raises
from $3 to $8 per week. The agreement ended a year of bitter fight
in which the union was attacked by management, CIO and AFL
rival department store unions and the Taft-Hartley Labor Board....
The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen started an economic and
legislative campaign against the long and unsafe trains which are
killing and injuring members.

Taft-Hartley Challenged •
A strike vote of eight to one backed UAW demands of $100
monthly company-financed pensions, wage increases and a medical
plan on the Chrysler Corporation. . . . Announcement of a new
monthly newspaper marked the 50th anniversary of the AFL Brotherhood of)lailway Clerks. . . . An independent union demanded wage
increases and improved job classifications from the Pennsylvania
State Liquor Control Board. Salaries are rated according to the
amount of sales in each store.
Lawyers for the CIO Steelworkers and American Communications
Association argued before the Supreme Court of the United States in
Washington that the non-communist affidavits section of the TaftHartley Law is unconstitutional. • .. The National Labor Relations
Board reported 93,534 non-communist affidavits have- been filed, 54
per cent by AFL unions, 18 per cent CIO and 28 per cent unaffiliated. . . . The executive board of the CIO Rubber Workers
instructed all locals not to sign contracts calling for pay cuts.
The San Pedro, Calif., sardine fishing season opened 10 days late
after CIO and AFL Fishermen and canners agreed on a compfomise
rate of $32.50 per ton. ... Election time id New York City brought
predictions that pay for teachers, AFL and CIO, would be raised....
There were prospects of an industry wide movie strike when workers
in the New York offices of Hollywood studios gave strike authority
to the joint strike committee of the CIO Screen, Office & Professional Employees Guild and Screen Publicists Guild. Their contracts
expired more than a year ago.

ILWU Asked to Assist Trenton Frameup Victims
•

SAN FRANCISCO—Bessie Mitchell, sister of one of the six
Trenton Negroes framed in a
murder conviction in New Jersey, recently told Local 6 members about the fight against the
railroading of the defendants to
the death-house.
The convictions were reversed
by the New Jersey Supreme
Court, and a new trial ordered.
However, the local authorities in
Trenton, back of the railroading
of the six Negroes, are trying to

stall any vindication for the men.
Mrs. Mitchell also spoke to Local 9, in Seattle, Otcober 11, on
the frame-up. She said a corrupt
Trenton police department was
under fire and a conviction was
necessary to save face. The original conviction was based upon
forced confessions obtained under duress, she added, and all
evidence that would stand to
prove the innocence of the defendants was suppressed by a
biased judge, in collaboratioà
with the prosecuting attorney.
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Italy Mine Workers
Solid With Bridges

CIO Scabs On CIO In Isbrandtsen Beef

SAN FRANCISCO — The
Italian Mine Workers expressed their "deepest solidarity" with ILWU President Harry Bridges in his forthcoming
framed up trial for conspiracy
by the U. S. government.
A message received by the
ILWU from the Mine Workers
Federation October '7 and
signed by its general secretary,
Giovanni Roveda, said:
"The Italian Mine Workers
Union expresses its very best
wishes to you in the coming
trial. All the workers of this
Federation send you heartfelt
sympathy and express their
deepest solidarity. The organization and membership stand
behind you in this trial, which
you will win as we will win the
strike we are now engaged in."

NEW YORK -- Following the
National CIO hook, line and
sinker, sometimes leads such a
union intO a position where it
can be scabbed upon by another
CIO affiliate.
That's the story of the Marine
Engineers Beneficial Association, CIO, in its beef with the
Isbrandtsen Line in New York.
National Maritime Union
President Joe Curran and Sailors Union of the Pacific Secretary Harry Lundeberg ganged
up on the MEBA when it demanded West Coast conditions
for its members aboard Isbrandsen ships.

MEBA STRIKES
MEBA has been on strike
against the ship company since
early last September. The company when its vessels returned
to their home ports paid off its
engineers and replaced MEBA
with Seaf ar ers International
Upio n members. This was a
clear violation of the contract
signed last June.
On August 30 MEBA members of the crew -of the SS Sir
John Franklin walked off the
ship at the orders of Local 33
and set up picket lines.
On September 16, Isbrandtsen
signed a deal with an Sill affiliate, the Brotherhood of Marine
Engineers and announced that
as each of the line's ships
ended their voyages it would
put its "contract" with the Sill
into force.

NAACP Opens National
Civil Rights Campaign
NEW YORK (FP) — Adjournment of Congress October 20,
without passage of a single civil
rights measure has spurred the
National Association for Advancement of Colored People to open a
nationwide drive for enactment of
legislation early in the next session.
The NAACP instructed its
1,600 branches and 29 state conferences to begin planning immediately for observance of 4 na.
tional c i vii rights mobilization
period, November 15 through January. 17. Invitations to join in the
campaign,will be issued to 50 national organizations.
The drive will culminate in a 3day conference in Washington
January 15-17, attended by delegates from all sections of the
country.

Wine Queen
Pat Hall is the Queen of National Wine Week. Above she
is posed in the 'natural setting'
of a Hollywood grape arbor.

Farm Wages Drop As
Unemployment Rises
WASHINGTON (FP)—F a r
wage rates on October 1 were
about 5 per cent lower than they
were year ago, the Agriculture
Department reported. In past
years farm wage rates generally
started to sink as the number of
unemployed in industry increased.

NMU BELLYACHED
After the walkout of MEBA
members the NMU manned the
Franklin, for one coastwise voyage, and has since been furnishing crews for other Isbrandtsen
fink ships.
At present NMU refuses to

.

recognize MESA picket lines or
give support in any form to its
sister CIO union on the ground
that the NMU is not "going to
sacrifice the crews of those vessels on a haywire beef on which
we were not consulted. ..
Thus Curran set himself up as
judge of what MESA should demand and decided curiously
that West Coast conditions were
too much for them to demand.
All MEBA asked for was
West Coast conditions for which
NMU members had long bellyached—and got during the Committee for Maritime Unity settlements in 1946.
CURRAN FINKS
In explaining the NMU's fink• ing on another CIO union, Curran said in the Pilot October 6
that Isbrandtsen probably has
the support of the 112 other
steamship lines to the extent of
underwriting any losses it might
have to take in breaking the
MEBA strike. Said Curran: •
"Certainly they have got to back
Isbrandtsen because if Isbrandtsen agrees to hiring through
the hall, before long they would
agree." However, the NMU
branch in New York voted backing to the MEBA, thus defying
Curran's fink orders.
Last June, East Coast maritime unions, including the
MEBA, in effect gaVe up their
hiring halls, following their negotiations with the shipowners
for a new contract. Failure to
make gains was due mainly to
the fact that these unions went
it alone and spurned proffered
East and West Coast unity.
On the West Coast, MEBA
was granted a rotary hiring hall
for the first time in its new con-

•
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tract in addition to wage gains.
Unity with other West Coast
maritime unions, except for the
SUP, was recognized by MEBA
business manager Randolph
Meriwether, as an all important
factor in winning a better agreement than their brothers on the
East Coast got.

MFW HELP ASKED
J. W. Houghton, chairman of
the strike committee of MEBA
Local 33 in a letter to ILWU
President Harry Bridges October 12, appealed for ILWU
backing in the beef. He hoped
that when an Isbrandtsen Line
ship hits San Francisco later
in the month, ILWU members
will respect their lines.
He said further: "We are also
in receipt that the SS Flying
Enterprise is now bound on a
voyage from Searsport, Maine,
to Antwerp, Belgium. This vessel was sailed from the Port of
New York by scab engineers of
the BME-SIU who crossed our
picket line. ... We are asking
you in your capacity of President of the WFTU (he means
Maritime Federation of the
World) to exert every possible
effort to see that the Belgian
and other European longshoremen are advised that this vessel
is hot, and not worked, for that
very good reason. Due to such
information that we have recently received, we are sure
that such action will be of incalculable value to our cause in
this strike."
This is the payoff for one of
the maritime unions whose international warmly supported '
CIO Secretary James Carey in
pulling the CIO out of the
WFTU last January.
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THE BATTLE FOR YOUR MIND

Planted News Stories on Alleged Leff Bolt Exposes Right Wing Strategy
By SIDNEY ROGER
In the battle for your mind
strange bedfellows get together.
Three issues bacic, this department wrote about a seed that was
planted in the battle for your
mind.
A planted story was spread
around to all the press services;
that plant is bearing fruit.
On September 30, this column
told about the technique of planting stories about the left-right
fight in the CIO. "The technique
is to plant the idea that 'pro-commtinists' want to 'control the CIO.'
If they can't, then they want to
pull out."
This department then went on
to explain how this "planting"
technique might work: ". . someone at Cleveland may get up and
say he read a news item saying
the left-wing unions want to control the CIO, or if they can't will
set up their own organization.
He may then—on the basis of this
'news' story—demand that these
unions be expelled." •
PLANTED STORY
This column claimed that the
"news" story was planted by
someone in the National CIO and
wondered who it could have been
who would try to use the United
Press and Hearst's International
News Service to plant a story that
would widen the split within
labor. Since when are these big
business owned services friendly
to labor?
Well, the cat is out of the bag
and this column has sufficient
proof that the storywas planted
in order to enable someone in the
National CIO to point back to
these "news" stories, as an excuse
to call for expulsion or other punishment of the left-wing unions.
Here are the facts, see for
yourself

The October 17 issue of the CIO
News said in a story about the
UE: "The Unity appeal to Murray
from the left-wingers came only a
short time after considerable
newspaper speculation on the possibilities of the pro-commies 'taking a walk'... and establishing
a third labor federation."
'TAKE A WALK'
And again, in that same issue,
editor Allan L. Swim said:
"Recently a couple of reporters
for the 'capitalist press' wrote
stories indicating that the Reds
intended to take a walk out of the
CIO and try to set up a new trade
union federation."
That's Swim's story.
Yet this department pointed out
that the original "news" stories
quoted what they called "labor
unions sources" in Washington,
D. C.
Add two and two together and
you should be able to figure out
who planted those stories in the
first place.
You won't have to fish for the
answer. It will swim right to you.
USES KEPT PRESS
One may well afford to wonder
why any National CIO spokesmen
should believe they can take aid
and comfort from the commercial
press. This includes any CIO officials who plant "dope" stories.
The commercial press, by and
large is only too glad to print any
story that hurts labor; especially
stories that indicate there is a
split in labor. The big-business
press is wise enough to know that
divided labor in the long run aids
the men who own the nation's
business and likewise own or control the nation's press, radio and
screen.
Planting a story that encourages division in labor helps the
eohunercial press in its fight

against all labor—right, left and
center.
Let's prove this point:
In recent weeks the San Francisco Chronicle has run a number
of editorials about labor—about
Phil Murray in particular.
PRAISED MURRAY
In one editorial the Chronicle
picked up the planted story about
the left-wing pulling out and
forming its own federation.
The Chronicle praised Murray
to the skies for his anti-left attitude. The paper added that Murray will have no choice but to
throw out the left-wing unions.
Said this editorial of praise: "In
this field Piesident Murray and
his group of leaders are waging a'
good and intelligent battle for
American labor and the country
at large."
Let's hope that Mr. Murray
doesn't take too much aid and
comfort from this editorial.
Let's look over a few more editorials in the Chronicle and then
Mr. Murray can decide whether
he wishes to accept the congratulations of the San Francisco
Chronicle.
FOR TAFT-HARTLEY
To begin with the Chronicle is
consistently in favor of the TaftHartley Law and has asked that
the Taft-Hartley Law he invoked
to break the Steel strike. Mr.
Murray should keep that in mind.
When the President's fact-finders determined on a company-paid
pension and welfare plan, and no
wage increases, the Chronicle
called it a "lair finding." Mr. Murray also agreed that this was acceptable to the Steel Union.
But if Murray thought that the
Chronicle was being friendly to
the union's position an editorial
three days later would have
changed that.

As soon as Big Steel refused to
accept this "fair finding," the
Chronicle took an editorial flipflop and called Murray "arrogant"
simply because he accepted the
President's fact-finding conclusions. "The arrogahce is Murray's," said the Chronicle. Despite
the fact that Big Steel refused to
go along with the fact-finders, the
Chronicle said: ". .. if a strike is
called ... it will be on Murray's
head."
And again a week later, the
same Chronicle, calling for the
Taft-Hartley law to be invoked,
placed the blame for any strike
that might ensue on the steel
workers.
Ten days after the Chronicle
called the fact-finding a "fair
finding" it was still going through
its somersaults, still praising Big
Steel, winding up by calling Murray "dictatorial."
MUDDY WATERS
Though Murray continually said
that all he wanted was what the
fact-finders gave him, the Chronicle continued to muddy the
waters by asking, editorially:
"What does Mr. Murray want?"
And the Chronicle emphasized
the slant that Big Steel has been
trying to sell even before the
strike started with these words:
"What Murray wants, it now becomes clear, is not something for
the boys, but something-for-nothing for the boys."
The Chronicle concluded by
shaking its editorial finger at
Murray and accusing him aa
lows: ". . • his dictatorial tactics
fall far short of labor statesmanship..."
LABOR STATESMAN
This paper wants him to be a
'labor statesman" — meaning a
labor leader who does what Big
os,

Steel desires of him.
The paper calls him "arrogant,"
"dictatorial" on the one hand but
congratulates him when the fight
that is breaking up the CIO is involved.
Can Mr. Murray believe that
this paper, that flips over as soon
as Big Steel calls the shots, is
really friendly to labor? That's
hard to believe.
BIG BUSINESS TOOL
President Murray might ask
himself: is a commercial paper
that speaks for big business,
really thinking of labor's interests when it congratulates him
for his part in the left-right argument within the CIO?
, The same paper that wants to
use the T-H Law against the Steel
workers, that labels him arrogant,
dictatorial, when he fights Big
Steel, isn't likely to be a friend
of labor at any other time.
Mr. Mtfrray would do well not
to accept a slap on the back from
the same press that slaps him in
the face.

Czech Metalworkers
Back Steel Strikes
PRAGUE (ALN)—The Union
of Workers in the Metal Industry
of Czechoslovakia has informed'
CIO President Philip Murray of!
its "sympathy and solidarity with
the steel workers of America in
their struggle for social security."
It has also offered the strikers
"any other assistance they may
require." The UWMI action was
taken after the World Federation,
of Trade Unions, from which the
CIO has withdrawn, urged all
member metal unions to support
,their U. S. fellow workers in
every way possible.
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CIO Used As Shill For Marshall Plan
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Editor's Note: Plenty of
people outside labor recognize
that American labor's role in
support of the Marshall Plan
is the role of a shill to beguile
foreign workers, that foreign
workers won't listen to the
United States government or
the monopolists who run it,
but they will lend an ear
when the CIO talks. Even
newspapers recognize this fact,
as evidenced by the editorial
reprinted below from the Gazette and Daily of York, Pa.)
It's probably safe to say
that very few working people
In the United States understand the political power of
workers in other countries.
But the United States government—the visible government of Washington and the
invisible hierarchy of bankers,
industrialists and generals—
understand it rather well.
NEED LABOR BACKING
That is why every development of our foreign policy
must be accompanied by endorsement from the leaders of
the organized labor movement
here.
The official word of the
U. S. government, and the
words of privileged monopolists, are likely to be taken
with many grains of salt by
people who have had bitter experience with monopoly and

with governments set up as
fronts for monopoly.
But when the CIO, for example, says: The Truman Doctrine is OK, the Marshall Plan
has our support, the North
Atlantic Pact is very necessary — well, then, perhaps,
some workers in foreign lands
can be temporarily puzzled
and their resistance to the
United States temporarily suspended.
BRIBES OFFERED?
No one yet knows the price
labor leaders have been offered for the job as salesmen
of U. S. foreign policy. Needless to say, no outright bribe
has turned their heads. Nor
could it be, entirely, the
promise of an ambassadorship
here and there, the attraction
of luncheon with representatives of the State Department,
or the praise of labor which
has been forthcoming from
the high and mighty of the
land.
Their motives—at least until they write their memours
must remain a mystery.
What seems to have happened, however, as far as we
can tell, is that labor's executives have succumbed to tremendous patriotic and religious pressures. As a result,
the character of their organizations has been changed.

In the past you could truthfully describe the CIO, for example, as a militant resistance
body, everywhere fighting the
economic dictatorship of monopoly capitalism. Now it has
become a unit of collaboration.
It is as if authorities had
spoken to labor leaders in
these words: "Help us to colonize the world and we will
make you the biggest and
prettiest company union ever
seen. We will be able to do
this because we are supplanting Great Britain as the master of the earth's resources
and peoples. Don't worry
about your standard of living,
brothers, because the workers
of the world will be carrying
all of us Americans on their
backs."
Whether they realize it or
not, labor's executives have
fundamentally agreed to such
a proposition. What their
agreement means to the future of their organizations
and to the lives of their members has already been demonstrated by history. The very
same proposition was successfully presented to certain German labor leaders when
Hitler, the agent of German
monopoly, began to make his
preparations for world conquest.
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IWA Adopts Solid Program,
Rejects Minority Gag
VANCOUVER, B. C.—The CIO
International Woodworkers of
America convention here last
month was well advertised beforehand as a pushover for national
CIO policies. At the convention's
close the story was a vitally different one.
Indicative was the fate of a proposal by top IWA officials to
purge from the published convention record all minority reports
not adopted by the convention and
all discussion on minority reports.
Eighty per cent of the delegates
were supposed to be solidly behind President J. E. Fadling and
his administration, but his proposal to repress minority opinions
was roundly defeated after an attack by District 2, Wash., President Karly Larsen, joined by
many right-wingers.
'MAJORITY'FLOPS
The administration then called
its majority caucus together in an
effort to recoup its forces. In
caucus it was agreed that no matter what the issue Larsen and his
backers would get no support.
That agreement fell through on
the convention floor as District 2
brought in resolution after resolution on a sound trade union program.
Instead of naming pensions as
the answer to a worker's every
prayer, delegates went all-out for
a program of substantial wage

boosts, the six hour day, and employer paid health and welfare, to
be won through broad negotiations on an area basis.
BACK MARITIME UNIONS
Instead of isolating itself from
unions like the ILWU now under
National CIO fire, the IWA
pledged full support to the maritime unions in defense of their
hiring halls and to the Hawaii
longshoremen, still on strike at
convention time.
Instead of ignoring the problems of unemployment, delegates
called on the government to set
up work projects at union wages
when private industry fails to provide jobs.
The story was the same on all
pork chop issues, despite speeches
by such CIO representatives as
Western United States Director
Adolph Germer who said: "Something has to be done to put some
more obedience into the CIO."

Three More Towns
Lose Rent Control
'WASHINGTON (FP) — The
dropping of rent controls in three
more communities was announced
October 17 by Housing Expediter
Tighe E. Woods. Affected were
Lebanon, Ore., Pawhuska, Okla.,
and Perry Township in Wood
County, Ohio.

Coast Negotiating Committee Explains Benefits Under Welfare Plan
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SAN FRANCISCO—The welfare plan agreed to by the ILWU
and the Pacific Maritime Association October 12 is expected to
become effective January 1, 1950,
and will provide a modest life insurance policy and reasonably
adequate medical and hospital
benefits, as well as disability insurance for all longshoremen,
shipsclerks, carloaders and
bosses.
A preliminary investigation et
present disability program under
California State law, said the
Coast Negotiating Committee,
showed that this can be improved
by having a private plan for all
men on a coastwise basis.
The new welfare scheme should
give a $30 weekly payment for
26 weeks for lost time resulting
from sickness or injury arising
elf the job.
"Present California law provides that a private plan must
better the -State plan in at least
one respect before a private plan
can be approved, and it is our
thinking that we will have a plan
'which improves the presently existing one by not only an increase
in the weekly benefit, but by
slightly relaxing the present legal
requirements dealing with qualifications," the Committee explained.
PENSION PLAN INADEQUATE
Finally, the Coast Negotiating
Committee, proposed through negotiations on port levels to purchase similar or comparable medical protection where at present
no adequate plans are in existence.
Early in the negotiations, the
employers offered the longshoremen and shipsclerks a wholly inadequate pension plan which was
turned down by the Committee.
Reasons for rejecting the offer
were several: for one thing the
steel strike resulted from the
employers' insistence that there
must be joint contributions to the
pension plan. PMA offered the
ILWU a pension plan also which
called for contributions from the
wanks and this, In view of the
aged strike, was unacceptable.
Besides, PMA only offered a plan
based upon 5 cents a ton, which
would be insufficient for any real
pension scheme. This was com-

parable to the beginning of the
Mine Workers fund.
COULDN'T STRIKE
It was apparent that the ILWU,
prohibited from striking or arbitrating the issue by contract,
could not get a decent pension
plan at the present time.
Members of the union, however, should not confuse the welfare plan which was accepted,
with pensions which are completely different. Seventy - five
or more per cent of ILWU members are already contributing 1
per cent for disability insurance
under the California law, but are
getting nothing like what they
will get from the new welfare
agreement negotiated under the
contract opening September 30.
In plain terms here are the major provisions of the new welfare
plan.
On the basis of hours worked
during the first half of 1949, the
welfare fund will be built up at
the rate of 5.38 cents per man
hour, 3 cents to be contribtued by
the employers and 2.38 cents by
the men. In payroll figure this
means the fund will represent 2/
1
4
per cent, VA per cent coming
from the employers and 1 per
cent from the men.
It is expected tha t contribu-

tions to the fund will reach $1
million a year. They will start
January 1, 1950, and it is hoped
that benefits will begin at the
same time or shortly thereafter.
230 PER WEEK
The 1 per cent contribution by
ILWU members will be used to
buy disability insurance through
a private insurance company.
Based upon discussions already
under way, this should provide
weekly payments of $30 in case of
accidental injury off the job or
sickness. Under California law,
the maximum weekly benefit is
payable to workers who have
earned more than $580 in the
highest quarter of the previous
year. The union hopes to reduce
this requirement.
Weekly payments are to run for
a maximum of 26 weeks for any
one illness or injury. The union
will seek to reduce the California
State requirement of minimum
earnings of $1,300 to qualify for
the full maximum.
Hospital benefits of $8 a day
for a maximum of 12 days in any
one year come from the men's
contribution.
LOCALS WILL VOTE
From the employers' contribution will come group life insur-

think it's a shame crime doesn't pay.
You were ist inferested in it I"

ance and the best possible medical care and hospitalization plan.
Present plans call for at least a
$500 life insurance for all.
The employers proposed a medical plan which provides hospitalization at the rate of $8.50 a day
for 31 days for each illness or injury. Financial assistance in paying surgeons' fees, according to a
fixed schedule, up to $200 for major operations will be available.
In addition, financial aid in meet-

ing hospital charges, other than
the regular cost of bed and board,
up to $170 for each hospitalized
illness or injury is provided. This
covers ambulance, x-ray, drugs,
dressings and other such fees.
Both the proposed employers'
plan or any alternative scheme
for medical and welfare benefits
will be presented by the Welfare
subcommittee of the Negotiating
Committee to,the locals for a referendum vote.

IFAWA Hits Anti-Trust
Convictions, Vows Fight
SAN FRANCISCO — the CIO
International Fisherman's and
Allied Workers Union Executive
Board on October 18 vowed an
all out fight against the recent
anti-trust law conviction of some
of its officials and 12 Local 36
working fishermen.
The IFAWA board action unanimously adopted a program
which will "battle on the economic, legislative and judicial
fronts for our basic economic
right to determine fish prices
through collective bargaining."
Conviction of IFAWA Secretary-Treasurer Jeff Kibre and
the rank-and-file members of
Local 36 will be carried to the
Supreme Court of the United
States if the request for a rehearing is denied by the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals, the
union added.
SETS DANGEROUS TREND
In analyzing the recent decision upholding the union's conviction, the Board,concluded that
"this decision totally ignores the
.legal issues in the case and
leaves the fishing industry adrift
in a sea of confusion. Worse, it
sets a dangerous trend in our
nation, for Congress enacted
anti-trust laws to zegulate giant
corporations like U. S. Steel and
Standard Oil—not working fishermen who live by hard physical
labor in a dangerous industry."
IFAWA's statement said that
though the decision was ostensibly aimed at small boat fishermen in Southern California, it
strikes hard at the living stand-

ards of all small boat fishermen
in the Sacramento and Columbia
rivers, Puget Sound, Cordova and
other Alaska ports. It strikes
equally hard at the bread and
butter of fishermen on the large
purse seiners and tuna clippers.
BASIC RIGHTS ATTACKED
Not only does this case apply
to the fishing industry, it goes
far beyond, the union said. "It
attacks the basic rights of organized labor to picket and boycott.
It attacks the basic rights of
farm cooperatives to bargain collectively for prices of farm products."
Pointing up specific complaints
against parts of the conviction
the board commented:
"A ruling that striking, picketing, boycotting and other economic action to secure an agreement is held to be a violation of
anti-trust laws. In other words,
the court in effect says fishermen
can belong to an organization if
they want to, just as long as they
accept whatever an operator offers and don't do anything to
improve their economic position • ••
"The court disregarded all evidence that fish dealers agreed in
advance on the price they would
pay and that there were no real
negotiations between an individual fisherman and the dealer.
Thus the fish dealers are given
a clean bill of health in agreeing among themselves on pricefixing, while fishermen are
branded criminals for seeking a
fair price for their labor."
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Contract Property Rights Defined
Under New Clause in Coast Pact
SAN FRANCISCO—The Coast rights clause is this. This union
agreements covering longshore- with its work and its contracts
men, shipclerks and bosses, be- will remain intact as a unit, on a
long to the combined locals of coastwide, not on a port-by-port
the ILWU and the Pacific Mari- or occupational group basis, said
time Association, it has been L. B. Thomas, member of the
made clear in a negotiated amend- Coast Longshore Labor Relations
ment specifically defining the Committee.
property rights to the contracts.
Full text of the amendment
Any suecessor organization or
follows;
organizations claiming the con"All property rights in and to
tracts would have to be designated by a majority of the com- the Coast Longshore and the Coast
Clerks Agreements when ratified
bined locals.
The section which will be by the parties are entirely and
printed as a new section 18 in the exclusively vested in Pacific MariCalifornia agreements, is to be time Association and the Interpasted into the contracts for Ore- national Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union, respecgon and Washington.
tively, and their respective memCOASTWISE BASIS
The meaning of the property hers, and such property rights

and all benefits and obligations
under these Agreements shall
transfer to any duly and lawfully
constituted and authorized successor of such respective organizations and to the members of
such successor organizations.
, "In the case of the International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union a majority of
the members of the combined
locals covered by these respective Agreements shall designate
such successor organization, if
not in conflict with any paramount authority or lawful or statutory requirement, by an election
conducted under the auspices and
supervision of the Coastwise Arbitrator provided for in the Coast
Longshore Agreement."
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"Something in a two-story ladder!"

World Labor Roundup
Kagel Rules
Sam Kagel, the Coast Arbitrator for the Longshore Industry,
refused to assume jurisdiction in
the appeal of the Pacific Maritime
Association from an area arbitrator's decision in the hatch watchman case.,
Area Arbitvator Paul Prassow
in Los Angeles decided several
weeks ago that American President Lines was in violation of the
Shipsclerks Coast contract for the
Los Angeles-Long Beach area by
refusing to employ members of
ILWU Local 63 when hatch watchmen were needed.
Kagel's ruling last week denied
the employers' appeal and finally
confirmed the area arbitrator's
decision.
"This is an important decision,"
wrote Cole Jackman, member of
the Clerks Labor Relations Committee, October 20,, and will
mean substantially increased work
opportunity for members of
ILWU Local 63, inasmuch as it
interprets the proper coverage of
the Agreement as including 'hatch
watchmen' and defines the work
of such employees ..."

Reconditioners
Local 73 Reconditioners won a
6 cents per hour wage increase
in the Seattle industry, while in
Bellingham, Wash., the rate was
hiked 15 cents to $1.65, lessening
the differential with Seattle to 6
cents.

More Work
The Pacific Maritime Association reported October 17, that for
the second consecutive month

"1 ongs h or e work hours in- this, a joint safety commission
creased." This referred to Sep-. was appointed to make a study of
tember overall estimates.
safety in all of the ports of the
Though no complete figures Pacific Coast. The WEA had one
were available yet for the whole representative, the union delemonth,PMA said increases in cer- gated Cole Jackman as its repretain cargoes during September sentative, and Nathan Feinsinger,
gave the basis for their hopeful special conciliator in the 1946
prediction.
sugar strike in Hawaii, was chairPMA pointed to a third of a man.
million case increase in the AlasThe findings were submitted to
kan salmon pack over last year the parties and many of the recand a hike of 7 million board feet ommendations of the Commision
in September over August for Co- incorporated into the new coastlumbia River lumber shipments. wide marine safety code.
Settlement of the Hawaiian and
Specifically, a whole series of
San Francisco warehouse strikes
would bring more work to the safety rules governing operations
San Francisco Bay area for a part on docks, wharves and terminals
was incorporated into the Code
of October, PMA said.
which had previously covered operations aboard vessels only.
These dock rules include miniCoastwide -Safety Code
A new coastwide marine safety mum standards for gear and
code, the first since 1931, was equipment, dock construction,
agreed to by the ILWU and the lighting, working high piles and
Pacific Maritime Association dur- various other rules relating to
ing the negotiations on the Sep- dockside operations,
tember 30 wage re-opening.
MORE SAFETY
The Pacific Coast Marine Safety
Additional rules were also
Code was originally drawn up by
the employers on the Pacific adopted for operations aboard
Coast in 1929. It was never man- vessels. The Code, as revised,
datory and was used only as a should, if strictly enforced, add
a substantial ingreased measure
During the years since this first of safety to an inherently, dangercode was-written, the ILWU has ous industry.
The Safety code has been
been able to get agreement on a
local basis in some of the ports, printed and distributed in Northby having the code included in west ports and will be included
in the Coast agreements yet to
the port working rules.
be printed in California.
SAFETY COMMISSION
In 1946, for the first time, the
employers agreed that the code; Virginia Dock Co.
as it then existed, with modificaA brand new contract was
tions, would apply upon a coast- signed by Virginia Dock & Tradwide basis. On the strength of ing Company and Local 9 in Seattle, Wash., October 13 covering
warehousemen, utility men and
sweepers and providing the sixhour day and $1.82 straight time
base rate.

There's New Cooperation Between
The Steelworkers Ranks and ILWU

SEATTLE, Wash.—Cooperation between rank and file CIO
Steelworkers and the ILWU has been growing here since the start
of the steel strike when Local 19 gave the strikers first chance at
all extra work in the hiring hall after its regular members have
been dispatched.
'This" is the longshore union's practice in all strikes by other
unions.
100 WORKED
A committee of steelworkers, one officer and two rank and
filers, made the arrangements with the understanding that all
steelworkers must be cleared by their unions as .far as picket
duty is concerned.
' The second day of the strike 100 were employed and for
awhile there were well over 50 a day, but now because of the
slowness of work, 20 or 30 a day are employed.
OFFICERS REJECT
Some rank and file steelworkers working out of the hall said
they made more in two days on the waterfront than they made in
a week in their own industry.
The rank and filers expressed appreciation to Local 9, but
their officers' attitude is evident from their refusal to appear on
a radio program to which the ILWU contributes.
Radio time was offered the strikers with no strings attached,
on the basis that they could say anything they wanted and have
anyone they wanted speak for them. The offer was rejected.
I T

Supercargo Arbitration
Area Arbitrator Paul Prassow last
week rendered a decision on the
supercargo issue by substantially
supporting all of the contentions
of ILWU Local 63.
Prassow found that the American President Lines were in violation of the Clerks Agreement by
replacing a Local 63 supercargo
with a company executive, not a
member of the union.
Hearings on this issue were
held several weeks ago in Wilmington, California, with the merits
of the union's case being exhaustively investigated by the arbitrator.
The employers have already
served notice of an appeal to the
Coast Longshore Arbitrator, Sam
Kagel, on the alleged ground that
the decision of Prassow somehow
"violates the agreement.", 4,

By Allied Labor News
UNITED NATIONS
LAKE SUCCESS, N. Y.—Soviet and Polish delegates in the
United Nations trusteeship commission insisted on immediate
abolition of all flogging and corporal punishment as a legal penalty in trust territories, where
they are applied, among other
things, to "discipline" native labor. The Philippine delegate introduced a resolution to abolish
these penalties "as soon as Possible." The . Soviet and Polish
representatives opposed this, saying it provided a loophole under
which British, Belgian and other
authorities could continue to flog
prisoners for a long time.
JAPAN
TOKYO—Over 1,000 Japanese
teachers engaged in union activity or suspected of left-wing "dangerous thoughts" have b'e e n
dropped from the school system,
ostensibly as part of an economy
measure to reduce the number of
"surplus" government employes.
These layoffs followed the pattern in other branches of government employment, in which workers elected to union posts were
the first to be dismissed. United
States occupation authorities are
encouraging the "purge" of the
school system, for which they set
an example by ordering the arrest and army trial of the noted
liberal "Professor Oyama, who
spent the war years in the United
States. Oyama is charged with
"making statements detrimental
to Allied aims." Under a Japanese enactment issued early this
summer and also sanctioned by
General MacArthur, teachers in

Japan may be disciplined for private political conversations, participating in public discussions or
even allowing "propaganda songs'
to be sung by their pupils.
ISRAEL
TEL AVIV—Nearly 50,000 new
members entered the Federation
of Jewish Labor in Israel (Histadrut) during the past year, the
newly-elected executive committee of the organization revealed
in its first report. Other activities
on which the committee reported
include a production drive to
lower living costs, a large-scale
workers' housing plan and expansion of aid to immigrants. New
decisions taken by the executive
body included continuance of relations with all sections of the
world labor movement, the World
Federation of •Trade Unions as
well as organizations which are
outside it, and pressure on the Israeli government to revise the
cost-of-living index which is considered unfair to labor. Since
wages in Israel are now geared to
cost of'living, the Histadrut has
asked that corrections in the figures be made retroactive and the
difference paid to the workers.
ARGENTINA
BUENOS AIRES —Flour mill
workers are striking for more
wages in the Rosario, Cordoba
and Mendoza areas.
PAKISTAN
KARACHI—All working news.
:
papermen in western Pakistan
went on strike October 11 to support the demands of union workers on the Sind Observer, one of
the main papers in the area.

Bridges Tells Portland
Dockers Trial Plans
PORTLAND, Ore.—"I have no
ice boxes in the basement," ILWU
President Harry Bridges told
newsmen on his arrival here to
discuss aspects of his trial on
perjury charges with Portland
longshoremen.
"It's a question of playing ball,"
Bridges said. "If you do, you
have deep freezers in your basement; if you don't, you have
charges against you."
Touching on the strained relations between longshoremen and
the national CIO, his comment
was: "'The only way we'll get out
of CIO is if they throw us—out."
His position was echoed by ILWU
spokesmen here who said the
longshoremen are "desirous of
protecting the investment the
ILWU made in building CIO on
the Pacific coast."
After hearing Bridges at a stopwork meeting, the Portland:long1 ,
,4

shoremen voted to ask CIO President Philip Murray to recognize
the ILWU's "right to conduct its
own referendum on the question
of whether or not the ILWU
should affiliate with the Maritime
Federation of the World." Murray
will also be asked to recognize the
"special position of longshoremen
in needing the support of workers
in the same industry all over the
world."
This was a reference to the
Maritime Federation of the World
recently organized under the
World Federation of Trade
Unions, to which the national CIO
Is no longer affiliated.
Before adjourning, the Portland longshoremen sent wires to
Murray and to President John L.
Lewis of the United Mine Workers (unaffiliated) pledging full
support to the current strikes in
basic steel and coat.
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• NMU On Pioneer Bay Obeys Curran's
Orders To Scab On Hawaii Dockers

•
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HONOLULU, T. H.—The National Maritime Union under orders from its president, Joseph
Curran, is still scabbing on ILWU
longshoremen in Hawaii by remaining on board the SS Pioneer
Bay, declared hot by Local 136.
After the strike strategy committee -of the union gave guarantees in writing to the NMU that
the ILWU longshoremen would
not return to work unless the
crew was returned in case they
left their jobs, Curran told the
crew members to remain on the
vessel.
On October 14 the Pioneer Bay
reached Honolulu from the Orient and started working with:Territorial scabs. At first the NMU
crew aboard her was unaware of
NMU convention action whic h
pledged full support to the Hawaiian dock strike. The union informed them of this fact.
EFFORTS WERE IN VAIN
Part of the crew, including the
ship chairman, were prepared to
walk off the vessel, but the re-

WA :I 114/1ItS &
Local 17 Settlements
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mainder, Curran followers, refused to act until given the goahead signal by the NMU national
office. ILWU Washington Representative William Glazier tried
vainly to reach Curran or other
officers of the NMU to get the
clearance.
Finally, after Curran was
reached by telegram October 14,
he sent a cable to the ship chairman of the Pioneer Bay quoting
newspaper reports that the longshore strike in Hawaii was settled.
On that basis Curran said: "Therefore crews should stay on vessels
unless the ILWU is prepared to
guarantee in writing full protection and return to work aboard
the vessel. Unless these guarantees are given you are to remain
aboard as long as safe working
conditions prevail."
Guarantees were given by the
ILWU. Curran reneged on his
understanding and told the crew
to stay aboard because the ILWU
does not respect its written guarantees.

Local 17 wound up most of its
wage negotiations for the year in
Sacramento, Calif., last week, settling for 10 cents per hour across
the board.
In the wholesale grocery industry nine employers granted the
raise to 160 workers, retroactive
to August 1 except at Valley
Wholesale, where retroactivity
was granted to June 1.
The paper industry, Zellerbach,
Blake, Moffitt & Towne, Carpenter Paper and Valley Paper
signed October 17 for their 45
employees..
The 200 workers at Rice Growers Association of California, Rice
Growers Mill and Capital Mill received the 10 cents retroactive to
June 1.
OTHER INCREASES
At California Dehydrating the
raise brought the base rate to
$1.52/
1
2, 5 cents more than the
industry rate. The new base rate
high at this plant is $1.72/
1
2 per
hour.
Woodruff Seed, Pioneer Warehouse and Hazlett Warehouse
granted the 10 cents retroactive
to August 1. The increase was effective October 3 at Tyndall
Warehouse in Knights Landing
and Olsen Warehouse.
The new base rate will be
$1.47/
1
2 and base rate high will be
$2.32/
1
2 for the 75 workers at
Farmers and Growers Rice Mills.
This settlement is retroactive to
June 1.
Negotiations are expected to be
completed soon at Poultry Producers in Ryer Island, Vorden and
Sacramento, at Globe Mill, Capital Feed Mill, F. F. Smith, Perkins Grain & Milling, Lagomarsino Seed, Thompson Homes,
Electrical Supplies and Lincoln
Clay Products.

the base rate at ,$1.57/
1
2 and at
Growers Fertilizer, Wilbur Ellis
and Union Ice & Cold Storage at
$1.52%.
NEGOTIATIONS CONTINUE
Negotiations were continuing
at Montgomery Ward this week.
An impressive fact in the settlements is that Hazlett workers
now have the highest compress
rates 'in the country, 171
/
2 cents
higher than the next best.
Local 6 is currently in arbitration with the feed milling industry on the 90-day clause in
the contract, which the union contends applies to seniority only.
The mills hold that if a man is
laid off any time in the 90 days
preceding a holiday he doesn't
get paid for the holiday. Poultry.
Producers has already agreed
with the union on this point.

Clay Industry

As a consequence of the NMU
scabbing, ILWU President Harry
Bridges on October 17 telegraphed Curran that if the NMU
crews stayed on board the ILWU
would post their names and officially list them as scabs.
Bridges concluded his message
to Curran:
"This wire is to serve as official notice to the NMU that the
strike in Hawaii is not finally
settled, strikers have not yet returned to work and even Matson
Steamship Company recognizes
this by not trying to sail ships
from the West Coast ports to
Hawaii."

Army Calls Nuremberg
Trial Record -Too Costly
WASHINGTON (FP)—The Defense Department has announced
it cannot afford to continue publication of the records of the
Nuremberg war crimes trials because of unavailablility of funds.

Elm
Time lost due to sickness and
industrial accidents, up to 336
hours, will be counted toward
vacations, and after one year
workers will receive pro-rated
vacation pay if they are laid off
or quit for any reason.
CONTRAST AFL DAYS
Just three years ago when the
55 workers at the Brick Works
belonged to the AFL Teamsters
the base rate was 75 cents per
hour. Now it is $1.43. In 1946
there were no vacations, no holi•days, and no overtime pay until
48 hours were worked in a week.
Another gain under the ILWU
was last year's agreement that
the company will pay for the
Permanente Health plan for all
members.

Thrifty Drug
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Hawaii Dock
Victory Is
Complete
(Continued from Page 1)
sincerest gratitude to all mainland brothers without whose support we could not have broken
the vicious anti-union drive of the
Big Five.
MFW CONGRATULATES
On October 12 the Secretary of
theaMaritime Federation of the
World, Andre Fressinet, cabled
the ILWU -its congratulations on
the magnificent Hawaiian strike
victory. The message said: "The
MFW and the WFTU Secretariat
warmly salute the victory of the
Hawaiian dockers. Congratulations for your action."
Among the fringe issues which
were settled before the back-towork agreement October 23 were:
1—All contracts, including outside departments, are to expire
June 15, 1951.
2—The longshore increase of 21
cents to apply to any day hana
work which has to do with piling,
sorting and handling of cargo on
non-steamer days.
3—Retroactivity from March 1
to June 29, 1949.
4—A job rate review for all outside department occupations with
the understanding that any upward adjustments will be put into
effect upon mutual agreement.
5—Kahului gear gang to get an
additional 13 cents per hour above
the general increase for outside
department workers.
6—Day hana rates will be eliminated at Kahului and will take
the classified rate of jobs in the
outside departments to which
longshoremen are referred on
non-steamer days. This means an
increase of at least 11 cents per

Suntanned
Corky Crowley shows how to
be prepared against the sun
yet get a tan.
hour 'for this group if the outside department rate is accepted
by the companies.
METZGER RULES
Federal Judge Delbert Metzger
on October 14 refused to dismiss
libel suits filed'against two Matson ships, the SS Hawaiian Retailer and Hawaiian Citizen by
the Marine Cooks and Marine
Firemen for wages, subsistence,
traveling and damages for breach
of contract.
The cases arose during the
strike when the U. S. Marshal
took possession of the ships under
court order and the MCS and
MFOWW -crews walked off rather
than work behind -ILWU picket
lines. The men were forced off
when the Marshal took scabs
aboard to unload the vessels.

Marshall Plan Backers
In France Called Weak
WASHINGTON (FP)—French
labor groups started in opposition
to the main federation, the CGT,
have been ineffectual and their
future prospects are gloomy, a report of the joint Congressional
watchdog committee on the Marshall plan said October 20.
Based on the study of two staff
members in France, the report
was submitted by Senator Tom
Connally (D., Tex.) as part of the
committee's task to report on
Marshall plan developments. The
report stated frankly that much
of the French populace is ignorant of Marshall plan objectives
"and is either apathetic or hostile."

Negotiations between Thrifty
Drug and Local 26 in Los Angeles
have resulted in an improved
union security and hiring clause,
a 5 cents per hour raise for all
members, the checkoff, five days
sick leave, two weeks vacation
after twg years instead of after
three and pro-rated vacations in
case of termination of employment.
The new contract adds Washington's birthday to the list of
paid holidays, strengthens the
non-discrimination clause, provides that trainees will be the
first laid off and that Federal PITIFULLY SMALL
Conciliation will appoint an arbiDiscussing French labor oppositrator instead of the mayor.
It runs for three years with an tion to the Marshall plan, the
annual wage review and the right report pointed to the rightist
to strike if wage agreement is not
reached.
Another Los . Angeles plant,
Zellerbach, agreed to a 4 cents
raise retroactive to August 16 and
a further wage review November
1 of this year. This contract runs
to November, 1950.

Another 10 cents .across the
board was chalked up in the
Northern California Clay Industry, along with two more paid
holidays for a total of six and
major improvements in vacation
provisions.
A total of 750 workers, members of Local 17 at Gladding McBean in Lincoln, Calif., Local 6
. at Pacific Clay Products in Oakland and Mine-Mill Local 391 at
Gladding McBean in Pittsburgh,
voted up the settlement, effective
October 10.
Months of negotiations were
characterized by industry proposals to worsen conditions and
union insistence that improvements were due.
On the Lincoln negotiating committee were Lawrence Melendrez,
Alfred ,Elster, Arthur Listikow,
Dallas Campbell, Al Koslosky, Del
Moorehead and Frank Thompson.
Bob Moore, Al Matjasic and Al
Glasier represented Pacific Clay
Products workers and Tom McGuire headed the Mine-Mill comStockton Warehouses
mittee, with ILWU Research As- Consolidated Barrel
Consolidated Barrel in Oakland,
Warehouses in Stockton, Calif., sociate Andy Salz coordinating for
Calif., which bought the McGuire
came through with a 10 cents the ILWU locals.
Barrel plant after Local 6 ended
raise retroactive to June 1 for
its strike against the Distributors
Local 6 members following the Port Costa Brick
"The best conditions in the Clay Association, has signed up with
Distributors Association settlement in the San Francisco Bay industry in the United States" the union for the industry condiArea.
was the way Local 6 Business tions and wages, including the
/
2 per hour.
The new base rate will be Agent August Hemenez in new base rate of $1.471
$1.47% at most houses—Delta Crockett, Calif., described the
Warehouse, C. G. Gall, Hazlett, new contract signed by Port Costa Local 17 Donation.
Local 17 in Sacramento, Calif.,
Paramount Seed, Peerless Milling, Brick Works.
Gains this year included a 10- turned over its second check of
Smith & Hanson, Poultry Producers, Stockton Hay & Grain, cent raise across the board, one $1,200 to Local 6 in the San FranRalston Purina, United Grocers, more paid holiday making a total cisco Bay Area last week to help
Zellerbach Paper, Independent of six, and cumulative sick leave wind up strike expenses incurred
Paper Stock and Sears Roebuck. for the duration of the two-year during the 110 day walkout
At the Port of Stockton Grain agreement which has a wage against the Distributors Association.
Terminal the 10 cents raise sets opening in July, 1950.
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Force Ouvriere and the Catholic
federation, CFTC, as the pro-Marshall plan labor forces through
which American publicists can
work. The former group, it said,
"reaches a pitifully small audience," and the latter "in keeping
with traditional Catholic trade
union policy is not a militant organization."
While the U. S. and other countries have turned over Marshall
plan posts to labor advisors, the
report said, the French government "has failed to take labor
into its confidence concerning
plans for and operation of the
Marshall plan." The report said
that the FO and CFTC "need organization, which in turn means
facilities and financing. There is
little prospect that they will
obtain either under present circumstances."

-Miss Joyce- I don't want tit see
anyone else today I Is thot clear?"
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Bridges' Lawyer Resigns
o Serve Contempt Term

Candidates
Have Night
At Local 10

SAN FRANCISCO—October 19
was candidates night at Local 10.
No endorsements were made on
the three candidates running for
Congress in the fifth district of
San Francisco. They may be
made at a later membership
meeting.
Charles R. Garry and John F.
Shelley two of the three seeking
office, were presented and spoke
briefly on their platforms. A
third, Lloyd Cosgrove, failed to
appear.
If National CIO policy had been
strictly carried out, Local 10
could not have held the candidates' night, certainly not at
least until they had found out
how National CIO instructs them
on whom to support.
OUT OF ORDER
Following the talks of Shelley
and Garry, a motion was made
to contribute $100 a week for 10
weeks to Shelley's campaign. It
was ruled out of order because
the membership had made no
endorsement.
One member pointed out that
the proper procedure for any endorsements should come from the
legislative committee of the local
and moved that the question go
over until that committee had
recommended.
GARRY ON CHINA TRADE
Garry, in his speech, introduced himself as an F.D.R.
Democrat. He called for public
works to relieve growing unemployment, trade with China to
increase shipping and jobs on
the West Coast and complete
repeal of the Taft-Hartley Law.
Garry placed blame for the
continuance of Taft-Hartley on
President Truman's Administration and cited the strikebreaking law in Hawaii against the
ILWU enacted with full knowledge and blessings from the
Truman Administration.
SHELLEY FOR FEPC'
He gave full backing to
Bridges in his fight against the
frame-up instituted by Truman's
cronies and linked it to the present wave of war hysteria and
suppression of civil liberties in
the nation. He branded atom
bomb diplomacy practiced by the
State Department as "Bad
Neighbor" policy and called for
an end to it.
Shelley traced his labor record in the AFL and recounted
the series of pro-labor measures
backed by him in the California
State Senate. He said he had
fought the Tenney (Un-American) Committee and supports
FEPC.
As for the Marshall Plan, he
said he's for it, and goes down
the line on Truman's domestic
and foreign policies.

One Railroad Drops
Jimcrow Travel Rules
NEW YORK (FP)—The Pennsylvania Railroad will cease segregating Negroes traveling on
through trains to points south of
Washington, D. C., the New York
State Commission against Discrimination announced here October 19. Charges against the road
were filed with the commission
by the Mayor's Committee on
Unity in April.
The customary practice has
been to assign Negroes to seats
in special cars.

Answer to Who Said It?
Philip Murray, President
of National CIO, in a letter
to all affiliated national and
international unions, June,
1941.

"I'm sorry, Madam, we have no hot pineapple"

Hawaii

Auxilia•

SAN FRANCISCO—The people of Hawaii have been oppressed by the Big Five so long
that many of them are afraid to
speak out, but now the longshore strike is won things will
be different. That's the opinion
of Ella Mae Cook of the ILWU
Federated Auxiliaries, just returned from a whirlwind organizing campaign among t Ii e
women of the Territory.
One good reason for the lessening of time.honored fears,
she said, is the fact that the
women are organizing, 900strong so far with more joining
all the time.
"The propaganda they hand
out in the Territory," Mrs.
Cook told The Dispatcher, "you
have to be really strong to resist."
WE THE WOMEN
One propaganda agent
thoroughly stymied by the new
auxiliaries is We the Women, a
Big Five front that tried to do
its bit to break the dock strike.
Mrs. Mark Robinson, wife of a
sugar plantation superintendent
at Honokaa, at the beginning of
the strike was organizing sugar
workers' families into We the
Women with the argument that
it was for the benefit of the
sugar workers.
Women reported they had
been told if there was a sugar
strike their lights and water
would be turned off or they
would be kicked out of their
plantation homes.
INTIMIDATION
Nurses in plantation hospitals
affiliated with We the Women,
so that workers' wives were
afraid not to join or they would
get no medical service.
As the We the Women organizer progressed from plantation
to plantation Mrs. Cook followed
right along behind, giving the
women the facts about the union
and organizing them out of We
the Women and into union auxiliaries.

ries Grow
We the Women was the organization that picketed ILWU
headquarters in Honolulu for a
short period, thereby gaining
publicity all over the United
States. The auxiliaries picketed
We the Women and won over
a number to their line, without
publicity.
One longshoreman's wife
picketed with We the Women
because she had been told by
them so many times the longshore leaders were all communists.
"Do you remember how conditions were before the ILWU?
Mrs. Cook asked her.
DISAVOWS GROUP
The woman recalled her husband had worked 16 hours for
$1, that sometimes he worked
up to 72 hours without rest. She
apparently gave the matter some
thought, because by the time
Honolulu Auxiliary 20 threw a
farewell party for Mrs. Cook she
was saying:" I don't want any
more to do with We the
Women." She did all the serving
at the party to prove it.
In some places union members asked Mrs. Cook to visit
their families personally to win
them to the auxiliaries. One
Maui member was about to be
divorced because his wife
couldn't understand why her
husband was out to union meetings much of the time.
Today this woman is one of
the strongest auxiliary members
and divorce plans are forgotten.
The new auxiliaries, Lbcal 20
in Honolulu, Local 23 in Olaa,
Local 21 in Lihue, Kauai, and
Local 22 in Wailuku, Maui, had
their first big job in helping the
longshore strikers.
They worked in the soup kitchens, collected food and money,
put out bulletins. They organized a mass meeting where hundreds of signatures were collected petitioning Governor
Stainback to work for arbitration.
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effort to use the courts for the
purpose of destroying a political
party, and thus depriving the
American people of their full
right of franchise.
"Those who were responsible
for this case, are the same forces
who for years have been antilabor in their viewpoint. They
supported the Taft-Hartley law,
either openly or secretly.
"At this point, the case at
Foley Square has been decided
against the defendants. The defense lawyers, including myself,
have been ordered to serve terms
in jail for alleged contemptuous
conduct during the course of the
trial.
FOLEY SQUARE DECISION
"The threat of such sentence,
serious though it be, disturbs me
less than the menace of using
this method to silence the defenders of civil liberties, whether they
are lawyers, politicians, trade
union leaders, or plain citizens.
By attacking the freedom of
those who defend the civil rights
of others, there is created a sinister intimidation against free
thinking and plain speaking.
"For my part, I am determined
not to be deterred by such attacks in the instant case. My long
association with the trade unions,
particularly in periods when they
were engaged in bitter struggles
to preserve the standards of
American workers, makes possible no other activity.
RIGHT TO BE HEARD
"All people have a right to be
heard. All groups have a right
to be defended. All minorities
have a right to their beliefs and
their liberties, no matter how unpopular those beliefs may be.
"Above all, they have a right
to appear in the courts as equals,
and to be defended to the best
ability of counsel.
"In the trial of the 11 Communist leaders, I exerted every
proper effort in defense of their
legal rights and their civil liberties. I entertain no doubt that
the contempt sentences have been
imposed because of the political
nature of the case, not because
actual contemptuous conduct in
the court.
LONG STUDY
"I have spent nine months examining the activities of the Communist party for the years 19451948, as charged in the indictment. I find that the major activities during those years of the 11
men who were convicted at Foley
Square, were concerned with advocating strong organizations of
the people for protection of their
living standards, their political
and civil rights, and to voice their
desire for peace.
"I am completely persuaded
that the attack on the Commun.

ist party is the opening wedge la
a drive to reduce the living stan4
ards of the American working
people, and to emasculate their
trade unions and peace organiza.
lions.
...."As is known, I have long represented Harry Bridges and the
International Longshoremen's &
Warehousemen's Union. I am
scheduled to defend, Mr. Bridges,
and two of his fellow officers of
that union, in San Francisco on
November 14. Having been ordered by Judge Medina to report
to the attorney general for in/.
prisonment on November 15, I
will find it impossible to give the
time and effort required to defend these men.
WITHDRAWAL
"Accordingly, with the consent
of the defendants, and upon receiving permission of the court.
I announce my withdrawal from
the case of United States versus
Bridges, Robertson and Schmidt.
"When I have completed my
duties as a lawyer to my clients
in New York, I shall continue, to
defend the organizations of the
working people, and the civil andi
political rights of any and all who'
call upon me for such defense.*

ILA Accepts
Offer From
Shipowners
NEW YORK—Members of the International Longshoremen's Association (AFL) voted October 21
to accept proposals made by the.
New York Shippers Association..
The employer offer was termed
"the best the union could get at
this time" by ILA President
Joseph P. Ryan. It provides for
an improved welfare and pension
fund and some minor benefits.
Employers will pay 5 cents per
hour per man for pensions and an
additional 11
/
4 cents into a welfare plan into -which they are already contributing 2/
1
2 cents per
hour per man. The contract will
run until September 30, 1951,
with a wage reopening on September 30, 1950.
Original union demands, which
were coupled with a September
30 strike deadline threat, were
for a 22 cents hourly pay raise, a
cut in the slingload limit, one
shapeup a day instead of two, an
increase in the number of men in
a gang from 20 to 23, changes in
the welfare and vacation plans
and a pension fund.
They were rejected by the employers, who proposed a cut in the
present $1.88 hourly rate.

"Yell that's true. my name IA Charlie, butin the
first place I'm older than you, and Furthermore...."
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